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An officer in an Indian regiment, in order to find out if a certain therefore, that some of his men had crawled out to look for him,
German trench was held at night or not, was compelled to crawl the officer quietly approached in the direction of the voices. The
500 yards through a ploughed field during an action between the imagined Indians turned out to be two Germans erecting barbed—
opposing lines. He approached to within twenty yards of the wire entanglements, and speaking their own language. The
enemy's trench to discover it occupied. Hearing on his left scout finally regained his trench, not, however, without being
some faint whispering which sounded like Pushtu, and thinking, mistaken for the enemy by a British sentry and fired at twice.
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BETTER THAN " BABY—KILLING."
The attacking of undefended towns has
no attraction for the British Navy, but
here is an excellent example of its
gunnery—the heap of scrap—iron that
remained of the Emden when H.M.S.
Sydney had done with it.

WHA°-Tw IS THE BRITISH NAVY DOING
A reply to the querulous arm-chair
critic. By the famous naval expert

FRED T. JANE

Acthcr of "Jane's Fighting Ships," "Your Navy as a Fightitu Machine," etc.
HAT is the Navy doing ? " This question is being
asked with daily increasing insistence by " the
man in the street." More often than not he
answers it by expressing doubt as to the efficiency of the
Fleet, or the capabilities of Admiral Jellicoe-and especially
since the East Coast raid has this frathe of mind been
uppermost.
The question and the attitude are both characteristically
British. It is a curious thing that we have never had a
big war but that the public has profoundly mistrusted the
Navy.
In- 1759 Hawke was burned in effigy for " incompetence
just at the time that he was winning the
Battle of Ouiberon, which had as its ultimate result the
adding of Canada to the British Empire He had to fight
an enemy as elusive as those Germans which Jellicoe has
to fight to-day. Consequently, he was apparenlly doing
nothing. He had to await his chance. When the chance
came he took it with the results recorded.

W

The Eternal Gruinb!er's
Effect on History
This, however; had no lastine• effect on "the man in the
street " of those days. When the
b next war came along,
there was exactly the same grumbling about our " inefficient Navy "—and here, curiously enough, the grumbling did us a good turn.
The news of the dissatisfaction got over to France,
where an old British admiral named Rodney chanced to
be living in retirement in order to escape froin his creditors.
Chaffed on the " failure " of the British Navy, he One
night, after dinner, bragged that were it not for his debts
he would get back to England and prove our Navy's
efficiency in his own person. A sporting French nobleman
- took him on, paid his debts ; and Rodney came home to
win a great battle in the hour of Britain's deepest need,

He, too, was called an incompetent before he accomplished it.
What is the Navy doing to-day ? It would take far
less space to answer if the public asked " What is the Navy
*not doing ? "
That second question could be answered with a single
word, or, at any rate, a single sentence. The single word,
if demanded, would be " Nothing."
A Few Words to
Litz Sceptics
The trouble is that the British public seems incapable
of believing any such word. It has seen or heard of our
coasts being bombarded ; it has seen or heard of the
enemy escaping. And along these lines it has concluded
that the British Navy is not up to scratch."
First of all, it is to be pointed out that there has never
been a war yet in which the enemy did not do, more or less,
what he did off Scarborough and other places which were
attacked in the famous " raid."
This is one of the things to be remembered. We have
invariably suffered in every big war in which we have been
engaged exactly as we have now suffered on the East Coast.
The conditions have, it is true, been a trifle different. Our
past enemies—Dutch, French, or Spanish—were invariably after value for money. They never descended to the
depths of slaughtering helpless women and children for the
mere love of slaughter.
What the public has got to understand in this matter is
that though every town right round our coasts were bombarded the German Navy could not secure any gain
thereby. Perhaps it will serve to make this fact clearer if
I resort to an analogy or two. There is, let us say, a football match. One team, at half-time, starts hammering
the spectators who have -bet against it. It is rough on the
spectators, but it is not going to affect the progress of the
(Cluinued en page 455)
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MORE VALIANT V.C.'s
NEW RECIPIENTS OF THE COVETED CROSS

Lieut. N. D. HOLBROOK, of the B11,
First Naval V.C.,
who received the honour in recognition of his Dardanelles exploit.

Drummer SPENSER J. BENT,
1st Batt. East Lanes,
held the position after officer and
section commander were struck don ii.

Lieut. W. L. BRODIE.
Pte. S. F GODLEY,
2nd Batt. Highland Light Infantry,
4th Batt. Royal Fusiliers,
who bravery worked a machine-gun headed a brilliant bayonet charge and
retook the British trenches.
after being. wounded at Mons.

Driver FREDERICK LITRE.
Fte. GEORGE WILSON,
37th Battery, R.F.A.
Highland Light Infantry,
the newsboy V.C., who captured a He helped to save the guns at La
Cateau under heavy fire.
German gun with great courage.

NEW MEMBERS gED.S.O.
ENROLLED FOR CONSPICUOUS GALLANTRY

Capt. Lord ALASTAIR INNES-KER,
Royal Horse Guards,
showed great courage in relieving the
pressure of a determined attack

Capt. NORMAN A. ORR-EWING,
Scots Guards (attached Irish Guards).
Made a D S.0 in recognition of his
excellent example in rallying the
spirit and steadiness of his battalion.

Major Hon. A. F. STANLEY
1st Life Guards,
led his regiment to support 4th
U wards' Brigade with skill and daring
Capt. F L. IeARDOE,
Capt. Hon. E. S. WYNDHAM,
1st Batt. King's Royal Rifle Corps,
1st Life Guards,
received the D.S.O. for carrying who, though wounded, retook a posimessages under heavy shell fire.
tion and trenches at Messines.

Major A. B. E. hAIOR
Scots Guards.
His cheerfulness helped materially
to pull the 20th Brigade together
after being in action five days.

Capt. liiiHYGLES V FOX,
Scots Guards.
In an action at Kruiseik, Capt. Fox
was successful in taking two bundred and five prisoners.

(Photos by Central Press, Heath, Speaiyht, Lafayette, Barnett,

Sec.-Lieut. D. R TURNBULL,
Gordon Highlanders.
He continued to work his Maxim gnu
when the gunners were all wounded,
till struck himself.
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WHAT IS THE NAVY DOING- r'',„,;:r"
match so far as winning is concerned. And you-2-the
reader of this—would never be ass enough to consider the
other team " inefficient " because of the outrage. -Of
course vou would not But if you blame the British Navy
for being " unable to prevent the East Coast raid you
are more or less doing something of the same sort and
kind. The other team was out to win a game of football—
the idea of having to protect the spectators naturally never
,occurred to them.
And so the Germans pulled off their East Coast raid.
They call it a " great victory." Apply the football analogy
and you will get a very exact realisation of the actual facts.
Another time
Well, would you chuck the team you
had originally bet on because the other side had hammered
the spectators ? Of course not.
I have put things in a somewhat elementary way, but it
of the utmost importance that the British public shall
realise the condition of affairs, and understand exactly why
the British Navy cannot possibly prevent senseless outrages.
Let us now return to other and more serious aspects of
the war. The bulk of our food, the bulk of our trade is a
matter of oversea supply. Were our oversea trade knocked
out, we should all be starving within a week or two.
What the Navy
Has Done
We are not starving—we are pegging along pretty much
as usual. Why ? Why, because the British Navy, in
face of terrific difficulties—with an enemy prepared
to cheat in any and every possible way, stooping to every
—uceivable or inconceivable dirty trick — has kept in
harbour those corsairs who would have preyed on and
destroyed our trade, and gradually eliminated those who
got a-hunting before war was declared. The task was one of
immense magnitude. But the Navy came up to scratch.
We have been at war for some months now and there has

Pane 468
_been no " Trafalgar." Of course not. Reader of this,
you go to the theatre now and again. You see the Hinelight turned on to the hero what time he finally disposes of
the villain. But you would not hiss the hero if, when the
limelight came on, the villain wasn't there
The Essential Policy
of "Wait "
Well, that is a fairly exact analogy of the naval situation
to-day. The enemy keeps off the stage, and our Navy la4s
to keep out of the limelight accordingly.
Theatrically considered, this naval war is the dullest of
all the dull pieces that ever have been. Now and again
the villain throws something at the hero from the wings.
There is no material result from it all, and the play
meanders on, getting more and more inexpressibly dull.
But " the man in the street " has get to realise that this
Great War is not a set piece got up for his entertainment.
It is a deadly conflict for existence. The actors in it have
no time to spare for spectacular drama.
Those on our side have to wait and wait for the appearance of the villain. The audience may find it dull ; but
they cannot expedite matters by saying so, or by cursing
for inactivity our favourite actors who are on the stage
with the limelight turned off. They have to wait till
" enter the villain." Then—well, maybe all the dull delay
will be made UD for.
Sooner or later the life-or-death battle will probably be
fought. But till then we must wait. It is a long, long
way to Tipperary." It is probably a far longer way still
to the final battle of the North Sea.
Since the British Navy has secured our existence
during the time of waiting, we may well trust it to be ready
for the enemy when he comes. And every wise man will
-keep on thanking God till then that our Navy is apparenny
" doing nothing."
" Doing nothing ! " Good heavens ! It is doing everything !

SUNK IN THE BALTIC SY THE RUSSIANS—THE FRIEDRICH KARL, GERMANY'S 9,000—TON FIRST—CLASS CRUISER,
The loss of which was a great blow to the German Navy, the result of the brilliant work ot Russian coast defences,
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High Spirits in Deep Trenches: Fooling the Huns

A delicious practical joke was played upon the Huns in the neighyour trenches. To-morrow we are expecting President Poincare.
bourhood of Ypres, where our French allies and the Germans He is not afraid • but then he hasn't an iron Cross." The next day
were entrenched as near as forty yards apart. One irrepressible a silk hat came bowing along the French trenches to the accomFrench wit called across to the Germans : " Hola, Roches How paniment of " Viva, Poincare ! " The Germans were completely
brave is your Kaiser I He has an Iron Cross, but he never comes taken in, and riddled the "topper" with bullets.
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Infidel Hun & Faithful Turk join in 'Holy War"

" Allah be with us." The Sultan of Turkey holding a prayer in front of the Sublime Fanning Islam into flame elk behalf of- " Kultur.'
Forte for victory, in company with Turkish and German " infidel " officers. They A Turkish priest proclaiming the "Holy Wae•"' at
the Mosque of Faith, Constantinegfa.
are seen in one of the many devotional attitudes enjoined by the Koran.

Friends of the Kaiser. Picturesque Oriental recruits
from Anatolia, who will soon be supporting the cause
of the Hohenzollerns, on the way to Stamboul.

Pilore raw material which is about to be trained to support the barbarous
Hun. Turkish recruits leaving the steamer at Stamboul. They form an
interesting contrast to the finished article as it appears below,

The-Turkish recruit, after training, on the march. The decision of the unprogressive Ottoman- Empire to fight for the exponents of
" higher civilisation" in the west is tantamount to- suicide-while temporarily insane. Turkey suffered heavily- at the hands of the
Balkan States, and she looks like losing Constantinople in this •throw. Her Army has been under German supervision.
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War Clouds Roll o'er the Land of the Pharaohs

Bedouin chiefs, typical of the three hundred from
Cairo, to express their loyalty to Gen, Sir J. G.

Ex—Khedive Abbas Hilmi, who,
having thrown in his lot with Hun
and Turk, has been deposed.

I

all parts of Egypt, who visited the British Embassy,
Maxwell, commanding his Majesty's forces in Egypt.

A regiment of Egyptian Lancers, moving out of Cairo to
operate against the Turk. Inset above is a portrait of
Col. Sir Arthur Henry McMahon, the newly—appointed
High Commissioner for Egypt.

Members of the Australian and New Zealand contingents who
were landed recently in Egypt. With the deposition of Khedive
Abbas Hilmi, Osman suzerainty vanishes from the Land of the
Pharaohs, as it has almost done from Eastern Europe, and is likely

His Majesty's new ruler of Egypt,
Sultan Hussein, uncle of the
deposed Khedive.

to do even from Asia. The army of the new British Protectorate
consists of some of the original force of occupation,a large number
of new Territorial and other troops, and about 17,000 loyal
native soldiers.
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German Heavy Siege-Howitzers in Action
THESE. three pictures, reproduced from
a German paper, show the actual firing
of a shot from one of the great German
siege-guns that reduced the forts of Liege,
Maubeuge, and Antwerp to ruins. The guns
are mounted on large. concrete foundations,
and it is well-known that in marry places in
France and Belgium—and perhaps also in
Great Britain—Germany had,, by a policy of
unprecedented treachery in times of peace,
prepared cement foundations at points of
vantage sa that these guns caulk!: be mounted
for immediate actio rt. Placed:deep behind a
great slopes st-all, or sunk in a huge pit, aneJa
are entirey hidden unless. front airo
, and it is almost impossible to hit them
by ordinary; low-trajectory fire. They thus
send their projectiles at a high angle, which,
lessens their range, bat increases. the efficiency of the shells in bombarding fortified
places, as they can be dropped behind all
sorts of breastwork defences. if these guns
were as mobile as they are destructive, the
Power that owned them would have an easy
path to victory, but, fortunately-, they are
useless for field battles, as they cannot be
transported with facility.

The great projectile leaving the muzzle of the howitzer before the
smoke of the discharge- has been able to issue. Note the massive
foundations upon which the gun is mounted.

The projectile has just issued, and ,s followed by the great expanding smoke discharge which effectually hides it from view.

The smoke has partly cleared,,.anathe huge projectile has almost.
reached the highest point in its trajectory as it travels-
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British Artillery wins Ascendancy over German

Heavy British artillery being pulled into action. These are some of the guns
that justify the claim that the Allies have won the ascendency in gun—power
over the enemy. The ascendency is threefold — in power, number, and
marksmanship.
••

•

•

•• •:.• •

A Belgian loading a gun on a British—Belgian
armoured train that has rendered effective service
in the Battle of the Coast.
British guns in position, with an earthwork screen being piled up
in front of them so that the double concealment of the earth
bank in front and the trees behind will make the position difficult
to detect, except perhaps from an aeroplane.

•
4:4
Royal Field Artillery crossing a ditch as the gun is pulled into the firing—line, illustrating the difficulties of cross—country artiller;
work. The inset picture shows a British heavy field—gun being transported by means of a traction—engine.

After the Sea Huns' Visit to our East Coast

Two of the private dwelling houses at Hartlepool which were shattered by German shells.
Hartlepool suffered most damage and the heaviest death-roll.
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On the left the lighthouse at Scarborough, p,erced by a German shell. On the right a document of peculiar interest at the moment,
being the ticket of instructions issued to inhabitants of North Shields and district when Napoleon's attack on our coast was imminent.

British cavalry patrolling the sands at Scarborough after the
raid, The East Coast bombardment at the moment
going to
press has resulted in the deaths of one hundred and seventeen
civilians, about fifty-seven of whom were women and children, and

of

seven soldiers. The coward's blow has been hard and desperate,.
but while Berlin is making merry over this cold-blooded murder,
outraged Allies and horrified neutrals are more than ever grim
and unanimous that " Kaiserism" must perish.
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England Entrenched—Ready for the Germans !

One of the trenches on the East Coast, which have been dug
in view of possible invasion.

Another coast trench constructed by our " army in the making,"
in view of an attempted landing on the shores of Old England.

Further preparations against the chances of William the Hun trying to emulate William the
Conqueror. On the left the exterior, aid
on the right the interior, of trenches on the East Coast.

Military guarding the cable station at Cunard Bay, Isle of Wight.
The East Coast raid has, naturally, raised the pertinent question
again as to what is being done to repel the invader should he
succeed in getting to our shores. The photographs published

above will, no doubt, help to reassure nervous Britons that pre—
cautions are being taken to cope with such a contingency however
remote it may appear to the pacifists who have always ridiculed
the idea of 'invasion as they did the possibility of Armageddon.

T'hc 11,,r Illustrated, 2nd January, 1915.
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Woman Spy guards secret German Telephone

A French officer and private were participants in an exciting
adventure which reads more like some romantic French novel
than actual fact. Having lost their way, they proceeded at
nightfall to a French farmhouse in quest of food. The proprietress tearfully complained that the- Germans had ransacked
the place, leaving her destitute. The two French soldiers, now-

ever, insisted on searching the cellar, to discover a secretGerman
telephone in charge of a German soldier who had hidden himself
in a barrel. In the course of the struggle which ensued the
woman sprang upon,- the French private and tried to throttle
him, but was overcome and taken prisoner. The innocent farmhouse was in communication with the German lines.
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The Impressive Piety of the Fearless Russian

Russian transport Pruth, laden with a cargo of advised his men to jump for life. Not a soul stirred. The chaplain,
The
armaments and stores for the Black Sea fleet, was approaching Hieromonach Anthony,then gave absolution to the crew, who knelt
Sebastopol when it was attacked by the Goeben. Rather than dawn and crossed therreseivesdevoutty. Lieut. Ragusski applied the
allow the valuable cargo to be taken by the German cruiser, Lieut. fuse. A huge column at water and flying debris announced the doom
Ragusski, the commander, mined• the hold of the Pruth and of the Pruth's gallant captain and some forty members of the crew.
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"An Army marches on its Stomach"
ON these two pages will be found
a selection of photographs of
Allies and enemies preparing and
enjoying their well-earned " bite in
various places and under divers conditions.
Never in the history of armed conflict have so many different ways of
food preparation and consumption
been in vogue. Special interest attaches to the Indians' manner of
read-making. which is carried out in
a.:cordance with the requirements of
their religion. Their cooimng and eating
e always the objects of interested
wonder by both civilians and soldiers
ho may chance _ to see them. The
primitive ovens seen in the last photograph on this page contrast strangely
with the modern field kitchens of the
European forces.
An improvised quick—lunch restaurant near the battle—front. Some members of a
British infantry regiment are preparing a meal during a lull in the fighting. The
excellence of our commissariat is beyond all praise.

French soldiers take every occasion to enjoy the pleasures of the table with
their customary comfort even in times of war.

Daughters of France giving refreshment to French
soldiers about to join the firing—line at Arras,

Bengal soldiers examining sheep, a week's meat
rations for a company, with critical judgment.

The ritual of Indian baking. British soldiers nave peen keenly interestea in the indiart
method of making bread, which is carefully prescribed for them under their creed,
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—How Napoleon's Axiom is Applied To-day
Napoleon is credited with many
epigrams, one of his best known
being that an army marches on
its stomach. While the excellent
British commissariat has called
forth admiration, the German
has proved notoriously inefficient,
Prussian officers and men having
surrendered on several occasions in
a starving condition. It is the rule
of German soldiery to commandeer
food supplies of invaded territory.
Should there be a scarcity in the
district, the pilfering Hun is compelled to go short for days, suffering thereby privations far harder
than those of actual fighting. Near
Ypres a force of eight hundred
Germans, who had been without
,food for days and were reduced to
•chewing leaves, gave themselves up
gratefully to a troop of French
:cavalry.

Germarr_Huns enjoying a good lunch in the rear- of the fighting-line.,

A prisoner that can expect no mercy. German bluejackets and marines making sure of their rations for
a time at any rate.

A German field bakery hard atwork near Ypres in a vain endeavour to keep
up the stamina and spirit of the legionsthat storined the British lines during
the great Battle of the Coast.

The restaurant-car of a war train. A German field kitchen preparing hot
food for some of the Kaiser's soldiers on a moving troop train.

Generous Belgian captors sharing a modest meal with
a Uhfan prisoner at a railway-station in Belgium.
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The Fighting Value of our Warriors on Wheels
DURING the Boer War the practical value
of cyclist corps did not rise to expectation, and Sir Redvers Buller raised .all the
hornets of the Cycle Press about his ears by
saying so, politely, but very frankly.
In the Great War, however, the value of the
cyclist has been very great indeed. So much so
that, in his despatch of November 2oth, published
on November Both, Sir John French wrote :
" I am anxious in this despatch to bring to your Lordship's special notice the splendid work which has been done
throughout the campaign by the Cyclists of the Signal Corps.
" Carrying despatches and messages at all hours of the
clay and night in every kind of weather, and often traversing bad roads blocked with transport, they have been
conspicuously successful in maintaining an extraordinary
degree of efficiency in the service of communications.
" Many casualties have occurred in their ranks, but no
amount of difficulty or danger has ever checked the energy
and ardour which has distinguished this corps."

Corporal Fran k Cody, son of the late Colonel Cody, in charge of a field artillery
motor-cycle. The gunner is aiming the machine-gun from behind the bulletproof shield with which the machine is fitted.

British motor—cycle scouts delivering despatches. It was of
these men that General French wrote : " No amount of
difficulty or danger has ever checked their energy and ardour."

• The divergence of these two verdicts is not
difficult to explain. In South Africa the trackless veldt is not ideal for the operation of cycle
wheels, whereas in the thickly-roaded districts
of France and Flanders cyclists have found
the ground eminently suited for their wheels.
Also, since the South African War the motorcycle has become a practical and reliable vehicle,
and the motor claims the lion's share of the credit
now accorded to the wheeled sections of the army.

" In the name of the King ! " A motor-cyclist despatch-bearer
whose machine has gone out of commission holds up a civilian
cyclist at the revolver-point and commandeers his machine.

A Belgian cycles ”ps passing through a village in the dune country of East Flanders. The mobility of these cyclist fighters gave them
immense value as scouts, and their reckless bravery increased that value.
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German Fla s o decorate Napoleon's Tomb

The Hospital des lnvalides is the home of old soldiers in Paris, and behind it is the
Chapelle des I nvalides, and the tomb of Napoleon,
where the bones of France's greatest military genius lie encased in the most magnificent mausoleum in Europe. Th.s photograph
,shows the parade of captured German flags before they were deposited, with other trophies of French valour, in the chapel.

Here hang the flags captured from the German invaders.
Nothing could inspire a Frenchman More- than the thought that
these trophies repose near all that remains of his greatest
military hero. ft is as if the valiant living carried a message to

the illustrious dead, and said., " Here, -take and guard these. We
have not forgotten thee. We fight in thy example, and seek to
be worthy of thee- in our love for France- and- honour." British
regimental colours are not now carried on the battlefield.

Battle of Cold Steel around the Aeroplane of dead French Senator
,-;snlirtagiaNO

ro

F.>

Senator Raymond, of the French Flying Corps, died for his country, and his death was
the occasion for a fierce engagement that carried his countrymen in a mad rush sweeping
the Germans three miles back from the position they formerly held. Senator Raymond's
aeroplane fell between the French and the German lines. One of its occupants lay dead

and the other dying, so the Germans, enticed by the prospect of capturing two prisoners
and the aeroplane, emerged from the shelter of their burrows to attack. The French ran
forward to dispute the attempt, and after a bloody melee the Germans were hurled back in
confusion, not to their former positions only, but to a point a league behind them.

co
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Peeps Within Far-spread Trenches of the Allies

French soldiers in the trenches, somewhere in France, waiting fee the wily
" Socha " to make an ap sarance. These French selcSers have been in their
p: dug-outs " for some days-

Domestic scene in the underworld. Red Cross officers enjoying
a snack and a few moments' well-earned repose. Their " dugout " looks distinctly homely.

Facing the fire of the camera. Cheerful British
soldiers, well entrenched,. being snapshotted
somewhere on the Continent.

Some French soldiers carrying a mat from one trench to another
along one of the routes of communication. No pains are spared
to make life in the Allies' trenches as comfortable as possible.

A corner of a British trench. The photograph gives some idea of the conditiOns under which fighting has been carried. on, and also
shows the entrance to the dug-out shelter from German shells. Thanksto a supply of hot food from the kitchens actually installed in the
trenches, and straw taken from stacks in the fighting area, it has been found, possible to mitigate some of the hardships of our soldiers.
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The Spartan Spirit of the Younger Generation

Gunther Paulas, the youngest posEessor of the Iron Cross. He has
fought in five battles.

Otto Stephen (aged 131), who has been fighting with
the Belgian infantry throughout the war. King Albert
has complimented him on his bravery.

Bugler Quin (aged 14',), of the Herts
Reserves, who has volunteered twice
for active service.

A 14-year-old German boy A youthful Belgian prisoner, taken during one of the coast battles,
under a German guard in his native town of Antwerp.
fighting for the Fatherland.

A Parisian Boy Scout soldiering in the French Army.
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Queer Comradeships made in War-time

A brave man is the first to pay tribute to bravery in others. and the British soldier
acknowledges frankly the sterling qualities of France's foreign legions.
►n this
photograph a British soldier appears in a group of these picturesque fighting men.

. All the care and attention accorded to the British-born soldier wounded on the field
is bestowed upon the loyal Indian who meets a similar fate. Here British Red
Cross members are taking a wounded Indian away in a motor-ambulance.

French doctor attending a group of wounded Belgian, French, and German solders

Colour caste is forgotten in the comradeship of
arms, and in thi pnotograph a British naval
officer is giving a cordial greeting to the commander of one of the French African regiments.

ada friends by the common bond of suffering.
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A Third Group of M.P.'s on War Service

IAN MALCOLM,
Unionist —Croydon.

Sir HENRY NORMAN,
Liberal—Blackburn

BASIL E. PETO,
Unionist—Devizes.

R. A. SANDERS,
Unionist—Bridgewater.

Lt.-Col. Rt. Hon. J E. B. SEELY,
Liberal—Ilkeston

Lam. W. E. O. A wEii.ALL
Unionist—Horneastle,

Hon. C. T. MILLS,
Unionist—Uxbridge.

Major A C. MORRISON-BELL, Capt. the Hon. A. C. MURRAY,
Liberal—Kincardine.
Unionist—Honiton.

J. NORTON-GRIFFITHS, Hon. W. G. A. ORDE-POWLETT,
Unionist—Richmond, Yorks.
Unionist —Wednesbury.

Capt. D. V. PIRIE,
Liberal—Aberdeen.

Hon. W. J. A. PRIMROSE,
Liberal—Wisbech.

Sir S. E. SCOTT, Bart.,
Unionist—Flarylebone W

Rt. Hon. F. E. SMITH, K.C.
Unionist—Walton.

Lord A. 0 THYNNE.
Unionist—Bath.

Tumor lion. U. W ILL° U (*HEY,
Unionist—Stamtord.

W. DUDLEY WARD.
Liberal—Southampton.

Earl WINTERTON,
Unionist—Horsham.

Sir GILBERT PARSER,
Unionist—Gravesend.

Sir W. E. C. QUILTER, Bart.
Unionist—Sudbury.

HAROLD SMITH,
Unionist—Warrington.

Col. C. E. WARDE,
Unionist—Medway

Viscount WOLMER.
Unionist—Newton.

H. K. NEWTON,
Unionist—Harwich.

Lieut.-Col. R. F. PEEL
Unionist—Woodbridge.

Col. R. H. RAWSON,
Unionist—Reigate.

H. B. LEb.S SMITH,
Liberal—Northampton.

J. C. WEDGWOOD,
Liberal—Newcastle-under-Lyme

L WORTHINGTON-EVANS,
Unionist—Colchester.
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German Artists Stumble into Truthfulness

It is a shameful fact that the German nation as a whole Wories
and gloats over tne monstrous brutality of its soldiers in their war
on women and children in Belgium. Proof of this appears in the
above picture, reproduced direct from a German magazine,
where German soldiers are seen prodding Belgian women

with the bayonet, while arson and murder are proceeding
close by. Let us remember this is no war of a military caste
against the forces of civilisation—it is the bestial outpouring
of the concentrated hate of a whole people for all who bar
the progress of their conscienceless way to world-power.

This picture appeared in a Leipzig paper. It is the work of a German artist, and it shows German refugees from East Prussia
camping out in the streets of Berlin. Their appearance in the capital has impressed Germany at its centre with the reality of war.
and has terrified her into the dread of approaching retribution.

HOW THE WAR WAGEs - 0
The Battle of Flanders
FOR nearly a fortnight the Allies have been engaged
in an offensive movement along their whole front,
•
both in Belgium and France. It, however, has developed
more particularly on their extreme left from the sea to
the Oise, and on their extreme right between the Argonne
and the Meuse. Progress everywhere was made—sometimes only a few yards, at other times as much as a couple
of miles ; but it has to be remembered that the sum of
the whole is considerable, and represents the capture of
siege works of remarkable strength which had taken the
enemy months of labour and great skill to construct.
On Friday and Saturday, December 18th and Toth, the
Germans resumed their offensive to the north-east of
Ypres, on which they had concentrated many troops, and
regained some of the trenches from which they had been
dislodged by British and Indian forces. Our troops, however, went at the enemy again on Sunday and Monday,
and recovered the lost positions. Associated with this
determined movement was that by which the Allies, with
the assistance of the fleet, whose heavy guns did great
execution, pushed across the Yser and occupied the triangle
formed by the coast, the river, and the line from Westende
to St. Georges, all the rest of the region being under flood.
Evidently the Germans, finding that they cannot get along
the coast to Calais, are fortifying Zeebrugge, to the west
of Ostend, where they are putting together parts of submarines brought overland from Germany—the plan being
to make Zeebrugge their naval base fOr harrying, when
they have a sneaking chance, the east coasts of England
and Scotland. That is as may be. Not only in the north
of Flanders but in Eastern Aisne, Champagne, and the
Argonne the progress has been continuous, right beyond
the Vosges towards and within a few miles of Metz.

THE STORY OF THE
GREAT CONFLICT
- TOLD WEEK BY WEEK

Pass in the Carpathians to relieve the pressure on Cracow
has been defeated, and the garrison of Przemysl hurled
back from its sortie in force into the besieged city.
German headquarters announced that the Kaiser,
having fully recovered, had gone back to the front, whence
presumably he despatched to his aunt, the Dowager Grand
Duchess of Baden, at Karlsruhe, the following telegram in
his own inimitable hysterical style : " Hindenburg just
announced Russian army retired before our front after
embittered battles, and is pursued by us over whole lines.
Hose evidently has the Lord stood by our heroic troops.
To Hint alone be the honour —1ViitiAm."
Aerial Warfare
RITISH airmen on December 19111 made a swoop to
Brussels and dropped twelve bombs on the Zeppelin
sheds there, doing great damage, On the Toth a British
naval airman made a descent on German positions near
Ostend, probably Zeebrugge. He set out from his base
in complete darkness, dropped nine bombs which he was
convinced did considerable damage, and returned safely
still in Cimmerian gloom--a most remarkable exploit.
Another allied airman, on the loth, according to a German
message, flew over the Brussels suburb of Etterbeek, and
tried to drop bombs, but was driven off by the fire of German
soldiers. Calais was visited on Sunday afternoon by a
Gentian seaplane which dropped two bombs. One fell
into the sea near Fort Risban, one of the oldest fortresses
in France, and the other into the harbour, thirty yards
from the Hotel Maritime, w hich evidently was aimed at.

B

In South Afr:ca
Saturday, December loth, Captain Fourie, one of
the rebel leaders who had been captured, was tried
by court-martial at Pretoria, Transvaal, along with his
The Eastern Campaign
brother Lieut. Fourie. Both were found guilty, but
THERE is nothing to justify the boasts of crushing the latter was recommended to mercy on account of his
German victories in any part of the vast theatre of youth and being under the influence of his brother. The
war in Poland. It is true that the Russians have retired captain was shot the next day, Sunday, and met his death
part of their centre front, and abandoned the Lowicz-flow with calmness and fortitude. The lieutenant was sentenced
line, and now rest on strongly entrenched positions ten or to five years' penal servitude. Fourteen hundred rebels
twelve miles nearer Warsaw. That city was twice visited are still in prison awaiting trial, and over a thousand have
by some German airmen, who dropped bombs indiscrimin- been allowed to return to their farms under -parole. Lord
ately, and killed ninety and wounded sixty non-combatant Buxton, in an address, said that the people of South Africa.
citizens, The Russians still hold the line of the Bzura were all glad that the rebellion was at an end, and that
at its, junction with the Vistula, and are strongly the Union would now be able to devote itself to the task
posted on the Rawka, another tributary of the Vistula. assigned to it.
Hindenburg,
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GENERAL GOUGH AT HIS HEADQUARTERS IN FRANCE
This popular cavalry commander (the central figure) chatting with two members of his staff during a welcome lull in the
fighting along the Franco—Belgian frontier. An exettiblvti photograph just received from the front
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
XIII. The Glorious Sea Fight off the Falklands
DR some weeks past the lack of decisive episodes in the progress of the War has made it
impossible to continue our weekly series of brilliant contributions descriptive of " The Great
Episodes of the War." These progressive chapters in the history of the War can be written only when
full details have been made public, and it is permissible to deal with them in a definite manner.
We are able this week to present another chapter in this most popular series—one of the most
inspiring—as the authentic information concerning the great naval victory secured over the
German Cruiserrieguadron off the Falkland Islands on December 8th has now been made available,
and reveals a story of British seamanship second to none in the glorious annals of our Navy.

C

OME two hundred and fifty miles east of the end of
the American continent is a group of hilly islands
lying in the limit of the Antarctic drift-ice. Here a
couple of thousand British settlers, mainly Scotsmen, rear
sheep on the chill, windy pastures, and keep at Port Stanley
a store of coal for the ocean tramps that ply round Cape
Horn and through the Straits of Magellan. The Falklands
are the southernmost outpost of our Empire, and besides
their high value as a coaling and provisioning place of call,
their wireless station forms an important link between the
British dominions.
After his victory over the Good Hope and the Monmouth
off the Pacific coast, the German Admiral Count von Spee
resolved to open his naval campaign in the Atlantic by
the capture of the Falkland Islands. The destruction of
the wireless station would make it easier for him to prey
on our merchant-ships, the coal would replenish his bunkers,
and enable his collier steamers to• load up and extend the
fighting range of his cruisers.
Pacific Dangers for
Admiral von Spee
The fact that an important British Crown Colony had
been captured and- plundered by German warships would
be another severe blow to the naval prestige of the British
Empire. It was also known that the old, slow British
battleship the Canopus and-, the light cruiser the Glasgow,
which had escaped from the disaster that overtook
Admiral Cradock off Chili, had gone to the Falklands.
Everything thus conspired to lead Admiral von Spee
to follow the Canopus and attack Port Stanley. For the
Pacific Ocean was becomino too perilous a cruising place
for even the powerful Scharnhorst
and Gneisenau, and their
b
lighter consorts the Leipzig, Nurnberg, and Dresden. A
great Japanese fleet, acting with a strong Australian
squadron, were sweeping the Pacific in search of Spee's
ships. The South,grn Atlantic, on the other hand, was a
safe field for new operations against both the warships and
the mercantile marine of Britain.
In the early days of December the German commander
rounded Cape Horn, and on the morning of Tuesday,
December 8th, his look-out sighted the hills of the Falklands
on the eastern sky-line. Spee ordered his squadron to
slow down, and detached a cruiser to explore the islands
and discover if any British ships were sheltering there.
The cruiser steamed up to Port Stanley, in the great landlocked, hill-girdled bay on East Island, and saw only two
hostile warships guarding the entrance.
Admiral Sturdee's
Foregone Victory
This was what the admiral expected. Orders were at
once given to the German squadron to steam up and
engage the enemy. As the five warships approached the
entrance to the bay, with their men at the loaded guns and
the fire-control officers in their stations, the Canopus and
Glasgow came still farther out, to lure Spee into the trap
prepared for him. For the battle had practically been
won in the board-room of the British Admiralty in Whitehall a month before it was being fought out-some seven
thousand miles away—at the Falklands. The Chief of
Staff, Sir Frederick Doveton Sturdee, who owed his position
to his talent for strategy, worked out the victoty over
Spec early in November, when news came of the German
admiral's victory over Cradock's flagship and the Monmouth. We had to defeat - Spee as soon as possible to
avenge our dead sailors, restore our naval prestige abroad,
and safeguard our menaced commerce.

S

The first thing necessary was a force superior to that of
Spee's. This was easily obtained. The latest and most
powerful battle-cruisers, such as the Lion, could not be
spared from the Grand Fleet. But there were available
two older vessels, the Invincible and the Inflexible, each
with eight Iz in. guns and a nominal speed of thirty knots
an hour. With their ordnance, and the four 71- in. guns
of the Carnarvon, and the 6 in. guns of the light cruisers
Kent, Cornwall, Bristol, and Glasgow, there could be no
doubt of the result of the conflict.
Secret Cruise to the
South Atlantic
The real problem was to calculate exactly where Spee
would make for, after his victory over Cradock. This
was where Sir Frederick Sturdee showed his high gift of
strategy. By correctly fixing on the Falklands as the next
objective of the German admiral, he won the battle in
advance. He then, selected his ships with regard to their
speed and their coal-carrying capacity, as well as their
gun-power, in order to accomplish the next important part
of his programme. He was well aware of the efficiency
and range of the German naval intelligence department.
He had to take his squadron to the Falklands in four weeks,
without his departure being observed or his ships being
seen on their voyage. The thing had to be done with
extraordinary secrecy, by leading the squadron away from
tha trade routes and keeping out of sight of land until
the hills of the Falkland Islands were made. For if Spee
had the least suspicion of what kind of reception was being
arranged for him at Port Stanley, he would evade the
battle.
By using up all his coal Sir Frederick Sturdee arrived
just in time at the Falkland Islands, without being discovered on his month's voyage. He dropped anchor in
Port Stanley on Monday, December 7th, and began to
coal in extreme haste. His ships were hidden behind the
hills of the bay, with the Canopus on guard duty outside.
The old battleship and perhaps the Glasgow light cruiser,
which had escaped from the battle off Chili, were probably
the two vessels seen by the reconnoitring ship that Admiral
von Spee cautiously but vainly detached to explore the
islands on Tuesday morning.
Boats Burned for
Engine Fuel
When the Canopus reported the presence of an enemy,
Sir Frederick Sturdee's men were grimy from their coaling
labours in the early morning, and some of the ships are
said to have been only beginning to coal. It is rumoured
that in the pursuit they had to burn their boats and everything inflammable to keep their engines going. The British
admiral gave the signal to get up steam, and while this
was being done the crews calmly sat down to their breakfast.
Outside the bay the Canopus and Glasgow prepared for
action as the German squadron steamed forward in battle
array. The Scharnhorst, flying the admiral's flag, and
the Gneisenau came on side by side, far in advance of the
Nurnberg. Leipzic, and Dresden. These light cruisers had
to keep well out of range of the British battleships' guns,
to which they could not reply at the distance at which
the battle was first intended to be fought. Their task
was to tackle the Glasgow when she tried again to escape,
and protect the two German colliers and the armed liner
Prince Eitel Fritz, lying still farther out to sea_
Meanwhile, the two heavy-gunned German ships arranged
to mass their fire on the Canopus. But, as they were
(continued on page 192.)

Jellicoe and his Fleet in readiness for "Der Tag"
.

The Admiral's flagship full speed awash sometime during
Christmas week.

On the qui viva. Admiral JaWoos going up to
the forebridge of his flagship.

Rough weather with the Grand Fleet. Another view of the deck of the
flagship taken in the recent gale.

Part of the Grand North Sea Battle Fleet in line. The photographs on this page were taken over the Christmas holidays, and are
among the first to be published since the beginning of the war of the Empire's strongest line of defence.
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drawing up to give the first double salvo, the Carnarvon
and the other British light cruisers came out of the bay.
This did not alter the plan of the German admiral. He
still manoeuvred his two principal ships so as to concentrate
their guns on the Canopus, but apparently he ordered the
Leipzig to come up and help to keep off any British light
cruiser that might risk destruction for the sake of getting
near enough to launch a torpedo. The Germans opened fire when seven miles away, and
the Canopus and Carnarvon answered. Then as the
battle became furious and seemingly evenly contested,
Admiral von Spec suddenly signalled his light cruisers to

Part of the Falkland Islands, nearest
land to the scene of the British naval
victory. This little known corner of the
Empire has formed successively settlement for French, Spanish, and British.
The islands have been a British Colony
since 1833.

scatter and make with all speed for
the nearest neutral port. At the same
time the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau
swung round and tore out to sea.
The crews of the Invincible and
the Inflexible had finished their
breakfast, and were working their
ships out of the hill-shelTered harbour
to join in the battlea Seeing them;
the Germans knew they were_ trapped.
It was bad weather in the South
Atlantic from the changed point of view of the fleeing
Teutons. The Falklands arc a rainy, misty place. But on
this tragic wintry day the sky was clear and the sea calm,
and the fire-control officers in their stations above the
smoking funnels had an unusually wide view over the
ocean. Only mist and stormy weather could have aiven
the enemy a chance of escape. As it was, the living, .
chasing battle was fought by the British with everything
in their favour. There was a long pursuit before the
two principal German vessels were brought within range.
The slow old Canopus fell out of the running fight, and
the two battle-cruisers forged through their lighter consorts,
and trained their guns on the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau.
The Invincible led, and the crack gunners of the German
flagship justified their reputation by landing seine 8 in.
shells on the deck of the forehiost pursuing ship and
wrecking the ward-room. But all the British crew were
under cover in their battle stations and no one was hurt.
Meanwhile, the more terrible rz in. British shells v‘-re
raking the German armoured cruisers aft and fore.
A ship presents the easiest target when only its stern or
bows are seen. For the chief fire-control officer, who
directs the guns, has the long length of the enemy's deck on
which to pitch his shell. A slight mistake in elevation
merely lands a shell aimed at the stern on to the bows.
It is When a ship turns and shows all her length to the
enemy that, paradoxically, she makes the smallest possible
target. There is then only the narrow breadth of the deck

on which shells can be dropped. With the least error in
elevation they splash harmlessly in front or behind the
target.
As all the German ships were fleeing stern-on to our
battle-cruisers, the whole length of their decks formed a
mark that could be struck continually at a range of seven
miles or more. - Our ships being the speedier, the German
vessels could not get out of range. So at last, at one
o'clock, they turned broadside-on and fought to the.
inevitable end. Every half a minute a salvo of big high-,
explosive shells hurtled through the sky and burst above
their decks, shattering the armoured turrets, putting the,
guns out of action and killing the crews. As the acrid
fumes of the terrible lyddite blew away, flames began to
shoot up from the flagship. Soon the Gneisenau was also ,
on fire.
Sir Frederick Sturdee signalled to Admiral von Spee to
surrender. But the German commander and his officers
were brave men. With their remaining guns still blazing
defiance, they kept the German ensign flying. Then the
Scharnhorst went down by the stern, with -Count von
Spee's flag at the main truck and the crew in the bows.
The Gneisenau, battered into a helpless Wreck after a
desperate effort to escape, also foundered. It Naas 'not a
battle, but a scientific annihilation, such as had been
Admiral Cradock's gallant but-vain struggle against the
two doomed ships.
The scattered fights between the light cruisers had
more of the old romance of naval warfare. The captain ,.
of the Glasgow was especially eager to fight a dud
with one of the cruisers of his
class, from which he had been
forced to flee when his more powerful consorts were flaming ruins
off Coronet. As the new British
squadron scattered in pursuit of the
German China Squadron and its
two colliers and armed merchantmen, the captain of the Glasgow
singled out the Leipzig and engaged
in a running fight with her. It is
said that the Kent came up to help

Admiral von Spee's squadron in harbour at Valparaiso prior
to its ilk-fated voyage to destruction by the British fleet. The
Scharnhorst, Gneisenau, and Leipzig are discernible in the
distance. The ships in the foreground form part_of the Chilian
Navy. Inset: Admiral von Spee embarks from Valparaiso.

but that the Glasgow signalled " Stand off l I can manage
this by myself."
The Glasgow had two 6 in. guns and ten 4 in. guns
against the ten 4 in. guns of the Leipzig, and having an
account to settle with the German ship, she so worked her
two superior guns and the rest of her armament that at
the end of a two-hours' action the Leipzig was sinking and
aflame. Some German officer hoisted the white flag, and
the Glasgow came up and stood, by, and lowered her boats
to save the remnant of the crew.
But as the first boat started on its work of rescue, some
(COnlinitCa on. page In)
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How a Zeppelin Fights Attack from Above

Zeppelins are capable of carrying, in addition to their crews,
bombs weighing in the aggregate about a ton and a half. The
chief menace to a Zeppelin is attack by aeroplanes, which are
much swifter and capable of rising much higher. They can

circle round a Zeppelin and drop bombs on it. So Zeppelins
are frequently mounted with guns of high—angle range to repel
attacking aeroplanes. To discharge such a gun is fraught
with danger to the Zeppelin, but that danger must be faced .

British Lancers going into action. A stirring impression which shows some of our valiant cavalry at its best. On page 503 will
be found a unique series of snapshots of distinguished British cavalry officers at the front.

GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
German gun officer, in a frenzy of bitter hatred, sent a
shell on to the Glasgow's deck, killing some four men and
wounding nine—the largest casualties in the entire British
squadron. The amazed and angry British gunners then
swiftly manned their guns, and with a broadside at close
range sank their treacherous enemy. Probably in the
disorder of the fire, the German captain may have lost
control over the baser sort of his men, and they, eager to
hurt as they died, gave an example of the practical influence
of German " kultur," which the " baby-killers " at Scarborough afterwards followed.
A little later, other British cruisers came up with the
Nurnberg, and sank her by a concentrated fire. Holding

by the spirit of Nelson's prayer before Trafalgar, in which
he prayed that humanity after victory might always be
the predominant feature of the British sailors, the vi-toriou,
cruisers nearest the sinking ship stopped to pick up the
Ntimberg's survivors. The brief delay, it is reported, \\
sufficient to enable the Dresden to escape with the armed
merchantman the Prince Eitel Fritz. The colliers Well'
sunk, after a refusal to surrender, and their crews rescitec.
Altogether, some one hundred and fifty men of the German
squadron were saved by the victors in this important fight.
Vice-Admiral Doveton Sturdee has restored our naval
prestige in South America, avenged the men of the Good
Hope and the Monmouth, and removed at one blow from
the trade routes of the Atlantic a terrible menace to our
food supplies and sea-fed industries and commerce.

London Scottish after a night attack on the enemy. Their appearance forms a curious _contrast to'tket of the day when,to the
they set out for the
London Scots have since doie.ered`ihaintehres 'With glory and not a little mud.

accompaniment 'of pipes,
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Martial Movements in Winter's Lovely Setting

Exercising cavalry horses in a picturesque environment on the Yser. In view of the fact that fighting in the present campaign
is principally confined to the trenches, horses are apt to get out of form through want of work, especially during the cold weather.
In order, therefore, to keep the quadruped fit and ready, it is necessary to exercise him with regularity.

More cavalry horses keeping in trim during the cold spell. We
are so familiar with the result of Prussian " frightfulness," the
shattered architectural glories, the devastated peasants' home—
steads, that it is a relief to contemplate the studies on this page

as lending a picturesque touch to the grim contest of the nations.
It would seem that Nature, as if in protest against the unsightli—
ness of war, had determined to assert herself above the roar of
the cannon, the clash of steel, and the aroans of broken humanity.

Hapsburg Stronghold crumbling before the Slav

On the left a general view of Przemysl, the Galician stronghold whose
fall may be expected shortly. On the right Field—Marshal von Kusmanek,
who is in command of the Austro—Hungarian garrison.

Artillery officers in a redoubt of the fortress of Przemysl
directing the fire of the gunners, vainly endeavouring to
stay the overwhelming onslaught of the Russians.

A battery of Austrian artillery at work on the outskirts of the fortress.
Until recently Przemysl was considered impregnable, by reason not only
of its wonderful defences, but its natural situation.

The Austrian encampment outside Przemysl. This fortress may
be said to be a gate to the Empire of the Dual Monarchy, just as
Verdun is a gate of France. The dogged defence of the strong—
hold has been a feature of the war, but the Russians are gradually

closing in on the city. Sorties made by the garrison have been
invariably beaten back with heavy losses. The fall of Przemysl is
likely to have a far—reaching effect on the course of the eastern
campaign, if it does not induce Austria to sue for a separate peace.
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Slav and Teuton Fight and Fraternise in Galicia

On the left : Setting out for the front. Russian soldiers about to entrain at Lem—
berg to assist in the Siege of Przemysl. Note the winter kit and deadly bayonet.
On the right: Wounded soldiers of the Tsar returning by train from the fighting—line
.• •

Co the left • A Russian battery working under the direction of a gunner who is
locating the enemy's position from a field—ladder. On the right : Austrian prisoners
and Russian captors " settle the affair " by means of a friendly wrestling match.

—
Alleged irreconcilable enemies" fraternising near Lemberg over a meal. Our Eastern allies are recording successes all along the line
in Galicia. In the first half of December (old style) as many as 50,000 Austrian prisoners were taken by the Russians. Przemysl
has been left to its inevitable fate. A few more failures, and Austria may yet realise before too late that she is the dupe of Prussia.

Colonials at Home in Britain's New Protectorate
cannot regard the photographs
O NE
on this page without a feeling of

New Zealand troops have brought immense quantities of stores, the magnitude of which
may be judged from the above photograph, which is only a corner of them.

envy for the lucky Colonials who are
helping to protect Britian's new Protectorate. To winter in Egypt as a
pleasure is a rare treat, but to winter
there as a duty to the Empire is something ideal. The New Zealand troops
are encamped about five miles out of
Cairo, near the village of Helmieh. In
the neighbourhood is the ancient city of
On, noted for its Biblical history associations. The only visible remaining relic
of the city is the obelisk, which is
identical with that on the Thames Embankment. With the exception of the
Sultan of Turkey's humorous threat to
court-martial Sultan Hussein, the Turks
have so far achieved nothing of interest.
Native Egypt is too happy under British
direction to wish to revert to Pasha
feudalism or suffer bondage under the
`• blonde beast " of Prussia.

On the left—The immemorial Sphinx contemplates twentieth—century warriors
from " down under." On the right—Some happy Australians near the Great
Pyramids seem at home on the sunny Egyptian sands.

Scene at the " buffet" of the New Zealand Contingent, which, having only just arrived, had no time to instal field kitchens. Soldiers,
however, drawn from the " bush
are generally adept as well as adaptable chefs, and could be relied upon to supply a tasty menu.
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Britain's Surprise for " Wideawake " Cuxhaven
WE wonder how Admiral von Tirpitz, Germany's naval
genius, felt on learning of the intrepid British seaplane raid on Cuxhaven.
The gallant admiral has lately
been giving expression to some delightful braggadocio
schemes of waging a really ruthless war and torpedoing
tlu- country into starvation. As if in answer to his fatuous
threats seven naval airmen, assisted by the light cruisers Undaunted and Arethusa, crestroyers, and submarines, attacked
the lions' torpedo station on Christmas Day, dropping
bombs with deadly precision on ships at the Elbe estuary.
Th- outstanding features of the exploit were the evasion

of the enemy submarines for three hours, through skilful
seamanship, and the utter futility of what Germans still
consider to be their trump card—the Zeppelins. Two of
the latter were engaged, but soon turned tail and fled.
This, the sixth successful British air raid on German positions, was unique in that submarines, surface ships, and
hydroplanes worked for the first time in unison.
While Tirpitz is tr.. ing to make our flesh creep by
bombastic talk, our brilliant fighting men have acted, not
however on an undefended seaside resort, but on a centre
bristling with every danger from land, sea, and sky.

Briitsh seaplanes, typical of those engaged in the raid on Cuxhaven, in line
on the water. The triumphant airmen appear left and right consecutively.

,0,4i0i44-**ime0*

Flight-Sub-Lieutenant V. G.
Blackburn, R.N.

Flight-Commander R. P.
Ross, R,N.

Flight-Commander C. F.
Kilner, R.N.

H.M.S.
Arethusa,
Once again she has
distinguished herself
in
German waters.

Inset: Flight -Com.
Hewlett,
reported
missing, but rescued
later.

Flight-Commander D. A.
Oliver, R.N.

H.M.S. Undaunted, which worked in conjunction with the Arethusa Flight-Commander C. H. K.
and the seaplanes in their raid on Cuxhaven.
Edmonds, R.N.
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Epoch-Making Air, Sea, and Under-Sea Confli t : The Superb Raid on Fortified Cuxhaven

IN the annals of war there is little to compare in wonder
with the British naval and aerial attack on the German
naval base at Cuxhaven on December 25th, 1914. Unimportant though this raid may have been as to immediate material
loss or gain, it must be regarded as, in some respects, the most
remarkable of the battles yet fought, either by land or sea.
It has placed beyond doubt several questions which have
been causing much anxiety and heart-searching on both sides
of the North Sea. If our warships and aeroplanes did not
occasion vast destruction, they did something more far-

reaching in shattering certain of the hopes on which the
Germans have been counting for success.
Our flotillas of torpedo - boats and submarines, accompanied by the two oil cruisers Arethusa and Undaunted,
and attended by seven hydroplanes, did not merely make
a dash of half an hour into the enemy's waters, but maintained a battle of some hours' duration in the very mouth
of the River Elbe, upwards of sixty miles to the east of
Heligoland, and amid the mine-fields so abundantly sown
)i.
by the Germans in these waters.

The British were attacked by enemy submarines and by
wo Zeppelins, but none of the German surface ships had
he pluck to engage the invaders even in their oven waters.
he strange battle in the air, on the sea, and under the
raters proved : (1) That British ships can force their way
hen necessary through German mines ; (z) that the subarine is ineffective against a swiftly moving surface vessel,
hough deadly when attacking a slow battleship or any
vatting craft; (3) that the Zeppelin is practically useless when
ubjected to high-angle fire from the guns of a warship ; and

(4) that the British hyroplanes are capable of flying over G e -man naval bases and bombing skulking vessels at anchor there.
It is more than probable that by establishing these facts
the British raid on Cuxhaven will sensibly affect and modify
the future course of the war.
Our special war artist gives an impression of the extraordinary scene as it might have been witnessed from the
foredeck of the Undaunted, when its guns and those of the
Arethusa, seen in the centre of the picture, were making
the Zeppelins hasten back to Heligoland.

Epoch-Making Air, Sea, and Under-Sea Coni

IN the annals of war there is little to compare in wonder
with the British naval and aerial attack on the German
naval base at Cuxhaven on December 25th, 1914. Unimportant though this raid may have been as to immediate material
loss or gain, it must be regarded as, in some respects, the most
remarkable of the battles yet fought, either by land or sea.
It has placed beyond doubt several questions which have
been causing much anxiety and heart-searching on both sides
of the North Sea. If our warships and aeroplanes did not
occasion vast destruction, they did something more far-

reaching in shattering certain of the hopes on which the
Germans have been counting for success.
Our flotillas of torpedo - boats and submarines, accompanied by the two oil cruisers Arethusa and Undaunted,
and attended by seven hydroplanes, did not merely make
a dash of half an hour into the enemy's waters, but mai
taMed a battle of some hours' duration in the very mouth
of the River Elbe, upwards of sixty miles to the east of
Heligoland, and amid the mine-fields so abundantly smelt
by the Germans in these waters.
)i
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British Aerial Activities in many Quarters

Hoisting a hydroplane from a pinnace into position preparatory to a flight. The How the seaplane appeared over fortified Cux—
haven on Christmas Day.
British Navy has brought the hydroplane to a high state of perfection.
.

A

1

British naval hydroplane alighting on the water at Weymouth
after a trial flight round the harbour.

Flight—Corn. Grahame—White chats with a Briitsh

soldier and French airman in France,

r

Troopers endeavouring to follow an air duel between a British
aeroplane and a GermaniTaube somewhere on the Continent.

Sub—Lieut. Travers in flight on a " Sorel " waterplane over the Government
troopships Winn off Netley, Hants.
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Dashing Cavalry Leaders at the Front
this wonderful war that goes on by day and night,
obscurely, mysteriously, " somewhere on the Continent,"
and in which battles that fifty years ago would have thrilled
the world as " decisive," take place almost daily, dismissed
by a few words in the official communiqué, we hear little
or nothing of the officers whose brains are slowly but surely
IN

guiding our gallant troops to victory. We are, therefore,
glad to be able to present our readers with these war
portraits of famous leaders. The photographs are unique
as showing distinguished officers at the front " somewhere
in France "—officers whose names have been mentioned
with highest praise in Sir John French's despatches.

Major SELIGMAN, member of the Headquarters' Staff. He is
attached to J Battery, R.H.A., which so signally distinguished itself
after the famous Greys' charge.

Major-General ALLENBY (left), Commander of the Cavalry
Expeditionary Force. He was mentioned in Sir John French's
despatches on several occasions.

Brigadier-General GOUGH, one of the ablest cavalry leaders in
the British Army, who, in addition to other notable actions,
succeeded in clearing the enemy from the region of the
Bethune Aire Canal.

Brigadier-General Sir PHILIP CHETWODE, D.S.O.—facing the
camera—conversing with some of his staff. He commanded
the Fifth Cavalry Brigade which fought the brilliantly successful
action at Binche in the early nart of the war.
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Snapshots from within the Enemy's Firing-line

On the left, foreign military attaches inspecting German trenches near Antwerp.
On the right, a German bomb—proof shelter in the Argonne, the approaches to
which are concealed by brushwood and vegetation.

Distinctly rough and ready. German soldiers
dining under none too appetising conditions.

Scene from an East Prussian battlefield, showing some German soldiers fast
asleep in a trench while their comrades keep a look-out for the enemy.

A snowdrift as a natural trench and some Austrian infantry " fairly up to their necks in it." As a rule the trenches of our enemies,
especially in East Prussia, are strongly constructed and timbered, but the Hun and his Austrian ally are not able generally to
adapt themselves to the discomforts of underground warfare with that good humour which has been so characteristic of the Allies.

Enemy Communications—Cut-off and Otherwise

Austrian officers directing the fire of a battery by telephone from an observation
post in Galicia, where the Austrian situation is precarious.

The Huns are making every use of the telephone in warfare, and have laid cables
extensively throughout Belgium. Sometimes a shell shatters one of those, but it is
promptly repaired as also are broken overhead wires, as seen in the inset.

German officer getting on to headquarters in the neighbourhood of
Verdun, the famous French fortress on the Meuse.

Outpost Patrol taking a message which, judging by expres—
sions, does not seem of great " military significance."
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From Muddy Trench to Luxurious Hotel

British wounded soldiers are finding life in the " ville
lumiere " very pleasant. Since the beginning of the war
they have been idolised by Parisians. Many are installed
at the famous Hotel Astoria. In these three photographs
they are seen looking out over the Champs Elysees from
the balcony, and thoroughly enjoying convalescence in
the sumptuous bed—rooms.

Two impressions of British soldiers at Boulogne listening to the
two pianos, and other limited " props," twenty—two performers,
entertainment specially arranged by Mr. Seymour Hicks, Miss one small vaiise for each member of the company, unlimited talent,
Elialine Terriss,and Miss Gladys Cooper. This variety—show tour an appreciative audience—and there you have the most interesting
has proved Immensely popular at the front. Ten motor—cars,
and successful venture in the history of theatrical enterprise.
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Kitchen Utensils as Deadly Weapons of War

One great surprise of the war fies'heen the revival of hand-toAbove is recorded a hand=to-hand 'encounter' Which shoWS the
`-hand fighting, and the use of such old-fashioned weapons as the
British fighting spirit at its best. Germans stumbled into the
bayonet and the hand-grenade. Before the war, experts -were of Scots Greys' camp at supper-time. Orthodox weapons not being
opinion that infantry fighting would be carried on at a range of handy, the enemy were attacked with frying-pans and dixey
800 to 1.000-yards. Frequently it-has -been-from 75-to 300 yards.
tins. The Huns. unable to stand such pummelling, surrendered
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The Worthy Care of our Dumb Allies

Three members of the R.S.P.C.A., now serving with the Army Veterinary Corps
on the Continent, attending a wounded horse.

Daily scene at the veterinary hospital, Serqueux,
where our wounded horses are doctored.

A dumb patient receiving treatment at the head—
quarters' of the Blue Cross Society, Serqueux.

A prescription in the making for man's faithful friend. Members of the
Army Veterinary Corps at work behind the fighting—line.

Fit horses returning to the front from a veterinary base. The work of the Army Veterinary Corps and the Blue Cross Society is
admirable, both from a humane and economic standpoint. The greatest possible care, too, is taken of the quadruped by our soldiers
when in action. Contrast this with the inhuman treatment of the Hun, who sacrifices his horses with unheard—of prodigality.

Women of the Warring Nations at Work

A noted Parisian rendezvous of gaiety becomes serious in the
cause of the Wounded. Scene at the Abbaye de Theleme, Montmartre, where French women are hard at work making bandages.

Prussian Royalty remembers the younger generation. Six hundred children of German reservists have the honour of being
personally fed by the Duchess of Brunswick, the Kaiser's daughter.

Geisha girls of the Yanagibashi quarter, Tokyo, preparing "consolation bags" for
Japan's fighting eons. May we congratulate them on appearing at once so charming and
industrious to the ubiquitous camera ?

Thousands of games and pastimes for our soldiers
are being sent to the front through the agency of
Mrs. Alec Tweedie, 12, Russell Square, W.C.

Belgian by birth,/Austrian by marriage.
Countess Lonyay, leader of the Red Cross
Movement in Vienna.

The Tsaritza and her two daughters Princesses Olga and Tatiana (on the
right) assisting in the care of wounded Russian soldiers at Petrograd. Thus
the most aristocratic royalties are democratic on behalf of the brave.

Drummer's Dexterous Gallantry Under Fire

An heroic figure of the war is Drummer Spenser J. Bent. He has
received the V.C. for holding a position when all his officers had
been struck down. On another occasion he rescued a wounded
comrade under heavy fire. Private McNulty ventured from the
trench, and was struck by a German bullet. He collapsed, but the

Huns continued firing at him. Realising the situation, Drummer
Bent went to the rescue. No sooner had he attempted to lift tha
wounded man than he slipped and fell. Drummer Bent, therefore,
dexterously hooked his feet under McNulty's arms, and, using
his elbows, he managed to drag the wounded man to safety.
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Fallen in Freedom's Cause

H. B.W.,SMITH-REWSE,
[Royal Field Artillery.

Capt. T. P. DORINGTON,
Capt. EVERARD J. LAMB,
1st (Royal) Dragoons. ,1st Batt. Northumberland Fusiliers.

Capt. C. B. CHICHESTER, Capt. C. SYMES-THOMPSON
Grenadier Guards.
The Buffs (East Kent Regt.)

Capt. the Hon A. ANNESLEY,
10th Hussars.

Lieut SIDNEY A. GOLDSMID,
Worcester Regt.

Capt. MILES RADCLIFFE,
Border Regt.
_

Capt. H. WHITAKER,
Rifle Brigade.

Lieut. S. K. R. GORE,
Royal West Kent

Major H. B. W. Smith-Rewse joined the Royal Field Artillery in 1897. He was
with the West African Frontier Force for several years, and held appointments at
Woolwich, first as instructor, and later as officer of a company of gentlemen cadets.
Captain the Hon. A. Annesley was the eldest son of the eleventh Lord Valenta. He
joined the 10th Hussars from the militia, and served in the South African War.
Lord Annesley met his death while flying over Ostend as long ago as November 5th.
He was a sub-lieutenant in the R.N.V.11., and left Eastchurch with Flight-Lieutenant
Beevor, but the machine was shot down by Germans, and both airmen were killed.
Sec.-Lieut. S. A. Goldsmid, who is believed to be killed, received his first commission in 1912.
Major T. P. Dorington, of the lst (Royal) Dragoons, had a varied and brilliant military
career. He saw service in South Africa, being engaged at the Relief of Ladysmith,
Colenso, Spion sop, Vaal Kranz, and in Natal, the Transvaal, Orange River Colony,
and Cape Colony. For a short while he was adjutant in the Imperial Yeomanry, and,
subsequently, adjutant in the Territorial force.
Captain Symes-Thompson joined the let Batt. Grenadier Guards in 1901, and saw
service in South Africa. At the outbreak of the war he was transferred to the 2nd Batt.
Lieutenant R. W. Fletcher, of the Royal Field Artillery, was a well-known Blue.
He rowed bow in last year's Oxford crew.

Lieut. H. W. NICHOLSON,
Cheshire Regt.

Sec.-laeut. P. McDONAGH. See.-Lieut. R. W. PLETCHLR,
Royal West Rents.
Royal Field Artillery.

Lieut. J. M. ATKIN,
Sherwood Foresters.

Lieut. K. P. HENSTOCK,
Middlesex Regt

Sub-Lieut. Earl ANNESLEY,
R.N.V.R.

Sec.-Lieut. H. P. HARTNOLL
Worcester Regt

Lieut. A P. F LYON
Sec.-Lieut. B A HEPBTJRN. Sec.-Lt. J. H. G.LEE-STEERE,
Gordon Highlanders.
Seaiorth Highlanders.
Grenadier Guards.
(Photos by Lambert Weston, Speaight, Elliott & Fry, Lafayette, Heath, Brooke Hughes, Swaille.)
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HOW THE WAR WAGES •
ALTHOUGH the New- Year opened badly with the loss of
H.M.S. Formidable in the Channel, our ships. and
submarines, working in conjunction with seven seaplane,
were conspicuously successful during the last week of the
-Did year, the epoch-making attack on the fortified German
town of Cuxhaven constituting an event of singular
interest and importance.
The Wonder Raid by Air and Sea
THE official account issued by the Secretary of the
Admiralty is somewhat bald, but sufficiently lucid
" On Friday, December 25th, German warships lying in
Schillig Roads, off Cuxhaven, were attacked by seven naval
seaplanes piloted by the following officers : Flight-Commander
Douglas A. Oliver, Flight-Commander Francis E. T. Hewlett,
Flight-Commander Robert P. Ross, Flight-Commander Cecil - F.
Killer, Flight-Commander Arnold J: Miley, Flight-Lieutenant
Charles II. K. Edmonds, Flight-Sub-Lieutenant Vivian Gaskell
:Blackburn. The attack was delivered at daylight, starting
from a point in the vicinity of Heligoland. The seaplanes
were escorted by a light cruiser and destroyer force, together
with submarines. As soon as these ships were seen by the
Germans from Heligoland two Zeppelins, three or four hostile
seaplanes, and several hostile submarines attacked them. It
was necessary for the British ships to remain in the neighboitrhood in order to pick up the returning airmen, and a novel
combat ensued between the most modern cruisers on the one
hand and the enemy's aircraft and submarines on the other.
By - swift inamenyring the enemy's submarines were avoided,
and the -tv,-o Zeppelins were easily put to flight bv the guns
el the 'Undaunted and the Arethusa.- The enemy's seaplanes
succeeded in dropping their bombs near .to our ;hips, though
without hitting any. The British ships remained for three
hours off the enemy's coast without. being molested by any
surface vessel, and safely re-embarked three out of the seven
airmen with their machines. Three other pilots who returned
later were picked up, according. to arrangement, by British
submarines which were standing by, their machines being
sunk. Six out of the seven pilots, therefore, returned safely.
Flight-Commander Hewlett is, however, missing. His machine
was seen in a wrecked condition about eight miles from Heligoland, and the fate of this daring and skilful pilot is at present
unknown."
On Friday last the good news came through that FlightCommander Hewlett had been rescued by a steam-trawler
and conveyed to Yraffiden. The official report concluded
by stating that the extent of the damage done by the
British airmen's bombs could not be estimated, but that
all were discharged on points of military significance.

THE STORY OF THE
GREAT CONFLICT
TOLD WEEK BY WEEK

which circled over the centre of the town and dropped
bombs in pairs. The fifth hovered some distance away,
ready, evidently, to meet any French or British airships. These, however, were probable occupied elsewhere.
It being market day, the streets were crowded. Altogether fifteen persons, mostly women and children, were
killed, and thirty-two wounded. A fusillade of rifles and
quick-firers was kept up against the hostile airships, but
apparently neither they nor their pilots were injured.
Along the Western Battle-Front
THE campaign in Flanders and the North of France as
far as the Vosges and beyond was carried on during
last week in the vilest of weather. In fact, so violent was
the hurricane on Monday, that military operations were
practically suspended both by the Allies and the enemy.
There have been fluctuations of success ; but, on the
whole, ground has been won by the Allies all along the line.
The most important capture in Flanders was the village of
St. Georges, which was the only foothold the Germans had
across the Yser, and was important as the strategical key
of the defences of the Yser, since it stood on the only high
ground in the flooded area. On the 30th the Germans
made a determined attack both with artillery and infantry
to recover it, but did not succeed. Another important
capture was on the Becelaere-Passchendaele Road, nine
miles north-east from Ypres. There, again, the Germans
on the 30th bombarded heavily, but failed to recover it.
Its importance is due to the fact that the road forms the
main line of intercommunication along the whole Gerthan
front in that region. In spite of violent bombardments
by the enemy, they made no progress in any portion of the
line in the valley of the Aisne or in Champagne, while, on the
other hand, the Allies have gained somewhat in the.
Argonne and along the heights of the Meuse. The French
are consolidating their positions in Upper Alsace, and
have redUced to silence the German howitzers., which were
specially directed against Upper Aspach.

The Campaign in Poland and Galicia
INDENBURG'S offensive movement to break the
Russian centre in Poland to the south-west of
Warsaw has been absolutely checked. The decisive point
was on the Bzura front, and the German attack everywhere failed. A Petrograd semi-official statement admits
that the German reinforcements which bad been brought
up from the Yser, in Flanders, did succeed in crossing the
Bzura River on December 22nd by means of pontoons,
NOTHER successful aerial raid should also be noticed. and drove the Russians out of their trenches. On the
On Christmas Eve Squadron-Commander Richard morning of December 23rd the further advance of the
Davies, of the Naval Air Service, visited Brussels in a Germans was checked, and the Grand Duke Nicholas was
biplane, dropped eight bombs on a German Parsee al air- able in the afternoon of that day to bring up his reserves,
shed on the outward, and four on the return flight. Judging and attack the enemy on two flanks. After nightfall the
from the clouds of smoke which arose from the shed, the Russians made a fierce assault on the trenches which the:
attack was evidently successful, and the airman safely Germans had occupied, drove them out, and pushed the
returned to his base.
broken units to the River Bzura. Those who tried to
swim across perished in the water. The brigade was
The Kaiser's Alarm and German Excitement
almost annihilated, and their machine-guns captured. In
THE news of the Cuxhaven raid was withheld from \Vest Galicia the Russians carried by assault several fortified,
the German public till Sunday, December 27th. works of the enemy, and captured many prisoners and guns.
and then it caused the greatest excitement throughout the South-west of the Dukla Pass, in the Carpathians, the
Empire, though the facts were minimised to the utmost Russians dislodged the Austrians from their strong
extent. Damage to Cuxhaven was denied, and imaginary positions, and put them to flight in a panic. They also
injury to the British flotillas emphasised. The Amsterdam repelled fresh sorties of the garrison of Przemysl and counterExchange News Agency telegraphed on December 29th attacks by the enemy in the Dujok Pass.
that the Kaiser summoned his brother, Prince Henry, of
" mailed fist " notoriety, from Kiel, where he was in naval Rights of Neutral Traders : American Protest
command in the Baltic, to H.M.'s Headquarters, to confer THE American Ambassador, Dr. Page, paid a visit to
with him and Admiral von Tirpitz. Daring the conference,
the Foreign Office on Tuesday, December 29th, and
held in the Kaiser's private room, which lasted several presented to Lord Haldane—who, in the absence of 'Sir
hour, the Kaiser demanded " an exhaustive , report as to Edward Grey, was in charge--a Note from the Govern
the damage done at Cuxhaven,"
ment of the United States on the subject of the treatment
*
*
of American commerce. The Note recapitulated a protest
A SORT of a reply to the Cuxhaven raid was made by made on November 9th against the seizure and detention
' five German aeroplanes which visited Dunkirk on fo neutral ships bound for neutral ports by British cruisers
December 30th. The first appeared about eleven in the on the ground that they were suspected to contain contraforenoon, followed, at ten-minute intervals, by three others, band ultimately destined for the enemy-.
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The whole neighbourhood of St. Georges was inundated by the
floods, with the exception of a small strip of rising ground which
the Belgians succeeded in capturing under cover of the Royal Naval
guns. The Germans retired to the shelter of some houses, but
re-formed and counter-attacked. The Belgians were in leopardY,
and to relieve them six naval fusiliers volunteered to convey to

tern a 75 mm. oun by wnerry along a canal, the only means of
transport. The Germans, ooserving the manoeuvre, shot down the
volunteers one by one, but not before the sixth had brought the gun
to within reach of the Belgians. The latter secured the " 75" and
opened deadly fire, which put the Germans to flight. Shortly afterwards the Allies were in possession of St, Georges.
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By SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE

1T,,ppe.

the Boer War be looked upon as a
full-dress rehearsal in preparation for
the much more serious war which was
to follow it, then the vast expenditure
and the considerable loss of life have
amply justified themselves, for they
have enabled our small professional Army,
led by officers who nearly all had the training of the South
African campaign, to start this vitally-important contest
at a considerable advantage. Whether that advantage is as
great as it should have been had we thoroughly digested
all our lessons is a delicate question for a civilian to discuss.
As I ventured, however, fourteen years ago to write a
chapter upon the military lessons of the Boer War, I shall
now supplement it by a few remarks as to how these lessons
seem to have influenced our conduct.
Importance of Good Shooting
and Necessity of Cover
The Continental military critics never understood the
importance of the Boer War because, as in the case of the

North and South struggle in America, they looked upon
it as a scrambling, amateurish business which bore no
relation to the clash of disciplined legions. Hence those
solid infantry formations and gigantic cavalry charges
which amazed our representatives at the various Kaiser
manceuvres. It was their theory that if Buller's infantry
did not instantly win its way to Ladysmith over Botha's
trenches, or Methuen carry the lines of Magerontein,
it was the fault of the soldiers and their leaders. Now
that the Germans have themselves tried what the combination of trench and rifle means at Ypres and elsewhere,
and have tested the quality of British infantry, they will
get a new light upon the teaching of the South African War.
Two things we learned in Africa-the importance of
good shooting and the necessity for using cover. Our
excellence at both was a revelation to the Germans at
lions, as has been admitted by many of their officers.
They were the two factors which saved us during that
perilous business, for, outnumbered as we were, and laced
by a- far stronger artillery. we could not possibly have
saved the army had we ❑ot some make-weights upon our
side. Those were the all-important make-weights—that
we could inflict the maximum and receive the minimum
of punishment with the rifle. They saved us—and we
owe them both directly to the South African War. Before
that lesson we were no better than the Germans. I have

Not only one of Britain's foremost novelists—perhaps the
most universally popular of all our living writers, whose- works
circulate in many tongues to the remotest corners of the world—
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is something more. He represents< in
literature the splendid sanity and poise of British character, and
his historical writings on the South African War have long
ranked as standard works.
The Editor of " The War Illustrated" has been fortunate in
inducing Sir Arthur to explain to his readers how the lessons
learned by the British Army in the South African campaign are
being applied in the Great European War to-day.

myself seen, in the manwuvres of 1898, lines of British
infantry standing at two hundred yards distance to fire
volleys at each other, unrebuked by officers or umpires.
At least " nous aeons change tout cela."
A Simple Prophecy
now being fulfilled
The Boer War opened np the new era of artillery, and
there at least our opponents have learned part of the
lesson. The six guns exposed in neat array have disappeared. how a gun lurks here behind a building, and
there amid the brushwood, while the observer, a quarter
of a mile away, is telephoning ranges, and the gunners
are training upon an unseen mark. All this is new but
is common to both sides. In the chapter to which I have
alluded I said : The bullock guns of the Boers are the
forerunners of an artillery which, in a country of good
roads with steam traction available, may assume the
most monstrous proportions. The greatest cannon of
our battleships and fortresses may be converted into
field-pieces." The prophecy was a simple one, and seems
to be in a fair way of being fulfilled. It is only the road
bridges and culverts which put any restriction now upon
the size of the gun-save, of course, the difficulty of removing it in case of a retreat. One thing has very clearly
emerged in the present operations, and that is that taking
an average with light guns and heavy the British artillery,
in men and material, is probably unequalled and certainly
unsurpassed among the armies W Europe.
The New Versatility
of our Cavalry
But it is in the cavalry that the Boer War left its mark
most deeply, though it will always be a fair ground for
argument whether it left it deeply enough. Certainly
our cavalry have been splendid. They have adapted

themselves to everything and been the general utility
men of the Army. I have notes of one regiment which
executed a famous " arme blanche " charge in the morning,
fought as dismounted riflemen in the afternoon and
formed themselves into a gun-team to pull off deserted
guns in the evening.
Since then they have spent a good deal of their time
making and holding trenches. Such men cannot be
improved upon. and if they, in their nimble suppleness,
present a contrast to armour-plated, top-booted Continental types, it is once again to South Africa that we
(Conti/mat an page 515?

Turkey follows the Goose-step of Kaiserism

Left : Eldest son of the Sultan of Turkey, Col. Ismael Hakki, Chief of Headquarters' Staff
finest revolver shot in the Turkish Army. (left), with his aide-de-camp. Hakki Bey was
Right : Col. Halil Bey, garrison corn- hero of Tchataldja during the Balkan War, and
recently married the Sultan's niece.
mender, Constantinople, at Stefano.

An essentially western movement z °opted by Inc young Turks.
Boy Scouts
from Adena on the 3ccasion of their visit to the War office, Stamboul, presumably to
express indirect loyalty to the Hun. After 16 they are embodied in a training corps.

Officer of the Mitrailleuse Corps wearing the Kabalask hat introduced by
Enver Pasha after the Tripoli War
with Italy.

Scouts drilling at Stamboul in the War Office
grounds with Bulgarian cavalry carbines
captured during the Balkan War.

Youlhful Turks target-shooting ,n front o. the War Office in the Place Sultan Bayazit,Stamooui. They are also wearing the new military
helmet; more adaptable to warfare than the religious fez or turban, but so arranged as to resemble the latter, and thereby overcome th3
devout Mussulman's scruples. It is to be hoped for their sake that they will prove better shots than their wily ally the " Bosche.-

Part of the directing force of the armies of three nations discuss the military situation somewhere behind the fighting-line in France.
An exclusive photograph of members of the French, Belgian, and British Headquarters' Staffs at work in picturesque surroundings.

LESSONS OF THE BOER WAR '''';'d-.̀77 fl';'''''
owe it. The British horseman has been trained to be
both a cavalier who fights with cold steel, and also to
be a mounted rifleman who uses his horse merely to give
him mobility in reaching or changing the place of the
fight. In theory the two types are really incompatible,
since the one is always looking for good ground to charge
over, and the other for broken ground to skirmish over.
But practice often works out better than theory, and
if the British cavalry have shown themselves to be good
men off their horses, they have also never yet met their
equals on their horses. The question will still arise,
however, which system, ceteris paribus, gives the best
result.
One curious illustration may be quoted which bears
upon the subject. On the same morning two cavalry
skirmishes were fought, of which I have full details though
I may not yet_ record them. In the first a squadron of
British lancers met a squadron of German Guard dragoons
in a fair cavalry charge at fifteen miles an hour. They
rode through each other, six or seven fell upon either side,
and each wheeled to a flank as other forces were coming
into the fray. That was an example of the arme blanche.
Shortly afterwards a squadron of British hussars saw a
hostile squadron approaching and at once dismounted.
The Germans charged and were practically annihilated.
Thirty-two dead or wounded were picked up in front

of the hussar line, and a number of the others who rode
past were shot by the horse-holders. That was an example
of the mounted riflemen. It is the Tatter type that has
come to us through our South African experience.
One _lesson we seem to have unlearned, and already we
have paid a heavy price for it. It is that the officer should
at fifty yards be indistinguishable from his men. His
life is the most valuable of all, and yet we deliberately
put him up as a mark. If, for the pUrpose of leading,
his dress must be conspicuous, then /et the marks be on
the back of his collar. He should no longer be encumbered
with a useless sword—an implement Which should never
have survived South Africa. Let him have a light rifle.
He need not use it when his men renuire his attentiOre
but in many situations they do not, and then he can be
of use in the firing-line. But it is a shame to make him
conspicuous, for it is a thing against which he is precluded
from complaining.
I have been told—but I trust that it is not true—that
in some Indian regiments the officers have a different
headgear from the soldiers. This would seem a really
monstrous thing if it be true. But it is the one eonspicuous example of a lesson once learned and now entirely
neglected.

Honest Hun Confesses to German Fiendishness

Not a little scepticism ana .no.gnation nave oeen cause.. .4,
publication of examples of German " frightfulness." Huns' conduct
has however, been so terrible that reticence to credit it is hardly
Surprising. The above incident is an accurate pictorial repre—
sentation of a German officer's (Lieut. Eberlein) confession
published in the " Muenchner Neueste Nachrichten." He entered

with a company or men, and was compelled to barricade
himself up till reinforcements came. In his own words he describes
how he placed three civilians on chairs between himself and the
Allies' fire. Callously he discusses their last emotions, and
continues: "This means is effective, for the enemies' fire has
slackened. I am sorry for them."
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Slav v. Teuton: Incidents Bellicose and Pacific

Enemies unite in aiding the wounded. Russian and Austrian
Red Cross doctors attending an injured Austrian soldier.,

The charity that follows in the wake of the invader. Russian
priest and soldiers distributing money to poor children of Galicia.

Some Austrian prisoners conversing with their friends at Lemberg while under a Russian
guard.; Inset : A soldier of the Tsar posts a letter at the military box, Lemberg.

Cossacks moving out of Lemberg to follow up the Austrian rout along the Carpathians. The failure of the Hapsburg cause under
Hohenzollern direction is expected soon to bring about a disintegration of the Central Empire. Many soldiers fibliting for Franz.—
Josef have manifest Slav sympathies, and Hungary only awaits a favourable moment to break away from the Austrian yoke.

With the Valiant Sons of the Great White Tsar

Bridge destroyed by the Germans before Lodz. The Huns have
but futile efforts to intercept the Russians' railway com—
munications hereabouts. Hindenburg's initial plan in striking at Warsaw was to hold the lines and cut off Russian reinforcements.

.....
A mess of pottage a la Russe. Some Russian soldiers dine more
or less wisely on a Galician plain.

A Cossack reports the result of a reconnaissance to his etat—major,
who is seen taking down the information in a notebook.

Russians with captive Austrians at Keitsch. The Slav .s riay.ny
me own way .n aiauc.a. austr+an reetesance grows weaKer every
day. It only needs the intervention of Rumania, on the side of the Allies, completely to demoralise the Oual—Monarct y into submission.

From Golden Orient to Sodden French Battlefields

Indian troops passing through a village in Northern France in their native mule carts, brought from India.

More of our Indian warriors who have struck terror into the Hun by reason of their ingenious and fatalistic courage and daring.
They are seen well-equipped against our " rainy season," which must have reminclactthent somewhat of an eastern monsoon.

Weird music of the East always fascinates the Gallic temperament, ever susceptible to Orientalism. A body of Sikhs stench at
ease through a French town to the accompaniment of their pipes and tom-toms on their way to the firing-line.
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Picturesque Indians in a Drab Environment

Mules belonging to the Indian *contingents. These animals are very useful in transport work, especially where the roads are in
bad repair owing to heavy rains, which have been as prevalent on the Continent as in England.

. contrast to the native carts. Steam—waggon used for the transport of Indians'
ammunition. inset: A native courier, happy in spite of the weather.

Indians pass with thee beionOngs .rom somewnere in France to somewhere else. Tne incense .oyaity u, Ina indiana rias 0555
Severe Shook to the credulous German, wnoae reliance on tne disintegration of tne Empire has proved as fruitless as it was fatuous.

The Wa-r• Iltustrated, 16th January, 1915.
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Little Serbia's Great War against Teuton Tyranny

Austrian soldiers guarding positions at Glitchi (-ilflacva—Serbia). These wore
eventually recaptured by the Serbians in their great rout of the Austrians.

Prince Alexander's triumphal re—entry beta Sefarads after his brilliant
victory over five Austrian army corps. Inset: King Peter and the
Serbian General Staff, who should be proud of their greet sucess.

Heavy Serbia*, artillery ie action. Serbia's soldiers individually saw among the finest fighters Fn the world. Lord Kitchener alluded
to the recovery and subsequent victory of the Serbians over the Austrians as one of the orightest spots in the military operations,
We wonder how Austria regards her " punitive expedition "
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British-Belgian Activities in France and Flanders

A troop of Belgian cavalry passes a detachment of infantry, including some French comrades, rest ng by the wayside in Flander3.
As Sir Arthur Conan Doyle points out in his article on pages 514-16, cavalry are exceedingly versatile in the present war. Not
infrequently British mounted soldiers take their place as infantrymen when operatious on horseback are out of the question.

Cavalry at a British bivouac in a sequestered French field enjoy a brief interlude from strenuous work at the front. Here thsy ara
able to indulge in that essentially British luxury, a wash and brush up, without any rude interference from the Hun

A Scottish regiment on the march in Flanders transforms a quiet village into a busy military centre, the blithe spirits of the men
cheering the few remaining peasants in the district.

The War illustrated, 16th January, 1915.
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Germans vainly strive to cross Vistula Bridge

The progress and prowess of OW Russian shies increase the vistula compelled the Germans to evacuate the island above
week by week. The rout of the laustainas forces in oaligia, that Plock and abandon pantsuits of ammunition. hi their nitres".
cleat. ...Ulm et the Turks at Sarykamysh, and the checkmate of the Huns endeavoured to forcer a passage over the bridge at
the Germans on. the. Vistula essmisasise tleo lincialess. activities Dobrsim near INreeimelc, but shattered themselves against a
and area of the Slav in the war of nations. The freealwer of mike mass of Russians who advanced to meet thsm.

The Russian Bayonet brings the Hun to Book

Generally, the German private is a poor soldier when it comes to
Russians. After several attempts to break through, General
a hand—to—hand contest. Never having been allowed to use his
Nfackensen flung the remainder of his force on Bresin. Here the
own initiative, the merest pawn in the Hohenzollern game and slaughter was fearful beyond imagination. To escape the terrible
the slave of his officers, he can only fight as a machine. Tits Russian, many Germans took refuge in some of the houses, only
German army under General Mackensen was surrounded by the to be caught in a trap and exterminated at the point of the bayonet.
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War's Lurid Light in the Dark Continent

General view of Dar-es-Salaam. the chief port of German East Arr.ca. which was bombarded by H.M.S. Fox and Goliath. All the
enemy's ships in the harbour were disabled and the town suffered considerable damage from bombardment.

H.M.S. Fox, which attacked Dar-es-Salaam, the port of German
East Africa, photographed at Zanzibar.

H.M.S. Goliath; which assisted in the bombardment of
Dar-es-Saiaam, photographed at Zanzibar.

Europe so in Africa, the muddlesome German plans
AS inhave
miscarried. The South African rebellion, on which

The black element in " Kultur's " cause. Native troops of German
East Africa marching through Dar-es-Salaam.

Treacherous Eoer ano tr•cky Hurt. Colonel Maritz, the
rebel leatkr still at large, with staff or German and
Boer officers in the background.

the Huns counted, has ignominiously flickered out with the
death of Bevers, the capture of be Wet, and flight of
Maritz. In British East Africa all goes well. The colony
has responded vigorously to the call to arms. The Germans
missed their opportunity here at the beginning of the war
to occupy Voi and Mombasa, and destroy the Uganda railtray with their superior force of men and artillery.
Sea-power has made its influence felt off Dar-es-Salaam,
the capital of German East Africa, the Fox and Goliath
having bombarded the port and ships with great success.
German East Africa, however, is fortified with the Huns'
usual thoroughness, and is likely to put up a determined
defence before undergoing the fate of Tsing-tau.

Commando of loyal burghers return tr.umpriant to Pretoria afterrounding up rebels in the neighbourhood. Thanks to the promptitude
of General Botha, the South Amman Rebellion has been squashed.

The War nlastrated,16th January, 1915.
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Activities in North, East and South Africa

Australian officers now in Egypt take observe=
tions in the neighbourhood of the Pyramids.

THOUGH all over the- vast continent
of Africa the di was of war are
mare or less audible, the situation hi
Egypt up to the time of going to press is
unchanged. British forces, however, are
more than ready should the Ottoman
arrive. Turkey, however, wants all her
available men to meet the victorious
Russian in Europe, and her activities in
Northern Africa promise to be limited.
She is alleged to have an army of 300,000
in Eastern Asia Minor and the Caucasus
ready for Egypt, but the smashing victory of the Russians at Sarakamysch has
accounted for at least So,000 of these,
and transport difficulties of the balance,
if they exist, are almost insuperable.

Britishrid native officers at the army of occupation congregate in- Cairo on the
casion of the appointment of Prince Hossein as Sultan of Egypt.

r

British troops, including Australian and Indian- contingents, await the "terrible" Turk with equanimity. These photographs
show the encampment on the east side of the Suez Canal, and some Indian soldiers crossing the famous waterway.

'I he War Illustrated,

16th
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Spade & Pick in vain Defence against the Bayonet

Strange fights with strange weapons have often taken ptace our.ng
the present campaign. Last week we published an illustration
of an encounter with kitchen utensils. The above drawing vividly
shows German soldiers vainly trying to defend themselves with
spades and picks. Huns had been sapping to within twenty

yards of the British trenches. Under cover of darkness our so.u,ers
crawled out and advanced unobserved. At the critical moment
a British searchlight played upon the enemy's position. The
Germans, armed only with their sapping tools, were completely
surprised and routed at the point of the bayonet.

Strange "Winter Sports " in the "Playground of Europe"

.............. .
On the left a Swiss mountain battery moving through a snow-covered pass.
On the right three typical Swiss soldiers anticipating life in the trench " dug-outs."

A Swiss regiment in single Rio on the march. The Swiss Republic In the Alps at this time of year the cold is intense, and the
has no wish to loin the, belligerents, but is quite ready to defend special case' seen in this photograph has been invented to keep
rations of manoeuvring soldiers hot for two days.
itself should the Hun tear up any more scraps of paper.

Amass soldiers transporting snow for the purpose of constructing
trenches. Should, Switzerland be compelled to antes the war
through territorfat violation, her natural situation and climatic
conditions make her a difficult proposition for art enemy.

Swiss cavalryman bringing his horse through the snow. The
Swiss Army. is merely _kept up to. defend the neutrality.-of dui
Republic, but every Swiss is liable to service. Its total
strength, not including LandSturm, is about200,000 men.
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By F. A. McKenzie, " Daily Mail " War Correspondent
Year has begqn well for the allied armies,
THE,TheNew
German advance in Poland has been stayed,
and the considerable forces there are losing heavily in
vain attacks upon the Russian front, Warsaw is
apparently farther from the reach of the Germans than
eVer. Two Turkish army corps have been annihilated in
the Caucasus, and at the moment of writing a third is
flying for its life. Austria is hard pressed to resist the
widespread invasion of her territories by Russia. Serbia
is smiting the Austrians on her side. Fraii:e has captured
the town of Steinbach in Alsace.
The Deadlock and Alter
The deadlock on the western front continues, and the
rival armies face one another in sodden trenches, sometimes not more than fifty yards apart. Every day that
this deadlock. can be maintained is a gain for the Allies.
At the outset neither France, Great Britain, nor Belgium
was ready for the war on land. Britain had its Expeditionary
Force fully prepared, but it was soon to realise that, in
place of hundreds of thousands of men, millions would be
required. These are now being enrolled, drilled, armed,
and despatched. France Was surprisingly behind. Her

are already at the front are the mere advance guard of the
army of 3 2,000 men on Salisbury Plain who are daily
expecting their orders to cross the Channel. The spring
will see a British army of close on a million men on the
Continent of Europe, and a French army far greater in
force than ever before. There is no truth in the persistent
rumour that Lord Kitchener will abandon his present
office and take command in person of the army in the field.
Not alone in numbers, but in material of war, our troops
now show to advantage. In August the Germans had
marked superiority in artillery. To-day our guns equal
theirs. To-morrow, unless they have some new weapons
in store, our guns will far surpass them.

The Turkish P. ebacle
The Turkish defeat in the Caucasus is complete. TWO
army corps, including the crack Ninth Corps, attempted
the invasion of Russian Caucasia through the difficult
mountainous country north of Armenia. They were supported by a third army corps in the rear. Southern Caucasia,
as all who haVe been through it know, makes an ideal line
of defence with its high passes, its narrow roads, and its
fiercely cold climate. The Turks attempted to gain commanding mountain passes by a quick
rush, the troops moving up in the
lightest order, seemingly without fied
artillery, without sufficient food, and
without adequate clothing against the •
winter cold. A great battle took place
on the high mountain passes in arctic
weather, a battle lasting ten dayS,
whose grim horror can only be
imagined.
Nothing but the most
desperate courage could have kept the
invaders on so long. The Russians
were in such a position that the end
was inevitable. The two Turkish army
corps were almost completely annihilated, and the third put to flight.
This defeat is likely to have far-reaching results. It may well give the final
impetus to send Rumania .and Bulgaria
to the side of the Allies. It makes it
less likely than ever that Turkey will
be able to accomplish much in her
threatened invasion of Egypt. The
British officials in Egypt regard the
possibilities of the Turkish advance so
contemptuously that they are now
Pictorial proof of the Christmas Day truce showing Briton and German friends.
sending for their wives and families
Phenomenai as it may appear that soldiers can fight to the death one day and fraternise
the next it is after all only strictly in accordance with human nature. Such incidents
to return to Cairo from England. There
are not uncommon to wartare, and occurred in Napoleonic and Russo-Japanese campaigns.
may yet be another result of the Turkish
Army had suffered from the interference of politicians.
defeat—a serious movement in Turkey itself against
She was lacking in stores, in supplies, and in equipment
Enver Pasha and the military clique who have. brought
for her soldiers. The first plan of campaign, the concenthe country to her present desperate pass.
tration of the best first-line troops in an attempt to conquer
Alsace and Lorraine, was fundamentally wrong. All this
The Medical Aspect
has been readjusted
The line from Belfort to Flumes is
The premature policy of breaking the dykes and flooding
held to-day by armies whose personal enthusiasm, efficiency,
the country—a policy which should never have been
and admirable equipment are the praise of all who have
adopted save as a despairing last resort—has made much
seen them. The power of the politicians in military affairs
of Flanders a marshland, causing the trenches to be half
has ceased, and General Joffre is justifying the national
full of water. all the time. A dreadful harvest of disease
confidence in him. Fresh armies are bein,, prepared, and
will inevitably be reaped by all Europe from these months
by April France will be able to put her all strength into
of winter exposure, from the almost innumerable dead
the field.
whose bodies congest the hastily-dug pits, and from the
armies of wounded everywhere. Already signs are evident
Our Own Position
of this. Diseases whose connection with war might not at
Our own position at the front is, stronger to-day than
first sight be apparent—such as spinal meningitis—are
ever, and is daily growing stronger still. During the past
becoming familiar. The regular war diseases, like typhoid,
few weeks Sir John French's forces have been considerably
are to-day taking their heavy toll of men. Sanitarians in
reinforced, not alone with Regulars, but with Territorials
every country are aware of the peril ahead, and are laying
and with Canadian troops. Much is hoped from the
their plans to meet it. Unfortunately, the situation is
Territorials, who have confounded all their ancient critics
complicated by a growing shortage of doctors. Many have
by their efficiency and preparedness. The Canadians who
died in the trenches when tending the wounded
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The War as seen through German Eyes

A stirring pictorial conception, by a well-known German illustrator, Richard Assmann, of the fall of Tsing-tau, the port of
Kiao-Chau. Germany's colony in the Far East, which was captured
by the allied Japanese and British forces on November 7th.

A vigorous, if somewhat old-fashioned, impression of a hand-tohand encounter between Germans and Russians by Arno Grimm.
The prevalence of close fighting in the present campaign has come
as a surprise to many experts who regarded it as out-dated.

A German idea of the deadly havoc caused by the exPtilhthlt of
land mine. The scene, of the disaster is the neighbourhood of
Przemysl, the Galician fortress, which is being besieged by the
Russians. In addition to great natural strength, Przemysl is

fortified to the last degree with outworks, land mines, etc. Every
modern defensive measure has been taken to hold it against our
Eastern allies, but the-Russians are pressing the Austrians hard
in Galicia, and Przemyst may fall at any moment.
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ZHE-WAR._ BY-S EA
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N.
T is an old story that the sea ‘vill take to itself only one
mistress, and it must occur to many minds in Germany
that her position would be much stronger in this war
the bulk of the three hundred millions sterling she had
spent in fifteen years during the present century on her
Navy had gone to the Army. Her battleships, it is true,
have so far protected her' from direct invasion, but so
also would additional army corps. The main function of
navy is to keep the sea open, and if it cannot do thal it
has failed.
Why Germany Cannot Invade England
The naval operations of Germany are confined entirely to
nst ships, submarines, and mines. If we understand why
this is so, we know the meaning of command of the sea.
C,ermany cannot use slow ships because they would be
! hased down and sunk; and this being so we may be
ertain that she cannot invade our islands. Therefore, for
die two hurried visits or " raids " she made on our East
coast, she used her fastest and most costly ships,
toning one of her armoured cruisers in her own mine-field
en the return journey. In these raids she makes the
rapid firing of shells into towns of no conceivable military
importance—only a lure to bring our ships across a mine-field
laid under cover of darkness. The most likely period to
chosen is when there is no moon. Contrast with such
tutility some of our own operations against the shore, as
for instance, last week, the bombardment of Dar-es-Salaam
in German East Africa. Behind the protection afforded
by the modern ships in home waters, a number of our old
ships have been doing service in rendering useless such
(;erman ports abroad as might otherwise serve as bolt
holes or sources of supply for fast commerce raiders, such
as the Kronprinz Wilhelm, whose activities in the Atlantic
re again reported as I write.
The Value of Our Old Ships
Our old ships, under the protection of modern craft
again, have- also for marry weeks past been inflicting great
damage on the German right flank and
on certain coastal
preparations in Belgium; and they have
upset Turkish plans
in Syria and elsewhere
by operations on and
from the sea-coast.

Were it not for the preponderance of modern naval
strength which the four allies possess as against Germany, Austria, and Turkey, it would not be possible
for us to use our old ships without .risk of bringing on
them everywhere the fate of the Good Hope and the Monmouth. The condition on which old ships, or " anything
that can float a gun," can render valuable services is that
the enemy's modern ships are fully held in check by a
superiority in similar vessels.
We see then that command of the sea enables us to take
great liberties, and at the same time it arrests the liberty
everywhere on the sea of the weak naval Power. So it
is our commerce goes on with very easy insurance rates,
while German sea commerce is arrested altogether.
The latter seeks to evade capture by passing over in neutral
vessels and through neutral countries.
Germany's Naval Handicap
So it is that with some ships as a base and with the
backing of the Grand Fleet behind these again, all in wireless communication with each other, we can use our oldest
small submarines in operations like that carried, out 1Y5
r in the Dardanelles, or by the French submarine which
has just deprived Austria of a new Dreadnought for at
least a year, having torpedoed her at anchor in the fortified port of Pola. In the same way we launch hydroplanes
fresh to this work, right on the enemy's coast for Cuxhaven,
or for the matter of that, for the Kiel Canal itself.
Germany, on the other hand, has to base all the efforts
of her submarines and aeroplanes on her fortified ports, so
a great strain is placed on the endurance of the craft and
their crews. This of itself explains the entire failure of
her aircraft at sea and the comparative failure of her
submarines.
As 1 have pointed out elsewhere and before the war—in
preaching the doctrine that a navy like a machine must
have a margin of safety for the work it has to do—we have
always lost through the risks of navigation because of the
•necessity of keeping on the sea more ships than our enemy.
If we add to the losses from submarines and mines to the
ordinary risks of navigation, and include the loss of the
Formidable, it will still be true that, relatively to Germany,
we have not lost on so great a scale as in our past wars,

H.M.S. Formiciabte which was sunk by some unpro.eu agency in t.iir ,..tionnet on lye., .ea.
Day with the loss o about 050 souls. Heroism characteristic of the highest traditions of the
sea prevailed on the doomed ship and afterwards when the captain and crew of the trawler
Providence rescued seventy survivors of the wreck. inset photographs show the crew of the
trawler—left to right (back row): W. Carter Captain Pillar, J. Clark ; (front row); Dan Taylor,
L. Pillar—and their craft in harbour,

" Trust in
Jellicoe l"
The public is calm
and confident in
ellicoe and the
Grand Fleet in home
waters. It know-s
that, in spite of
isolated successes of
the enemy's mines
and submarines, the
naval position of the
Allies grows stronger
day by day. Allowing for our losses,'
what are they- in
relation to the great gains in
small craft Which we will make,
compared with Gerriiany,
through our larger shipbuilding
resources? When we come to
the stars of the piece, the Dreadnoughts, we have already
added two Turkish battleships
we were building ; then there
is a Chihian to follow. and besides these twelve more by the
end of 1915, while Germany
only adds three to her total.
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Rapid Reconstruction after Strategic Demolition

French engineers have been busy on the Marne repairing bridges
destroyed by the army in the great retreat on Paris. Above they
are seen laying ra:Is over a new bridge supported by piles.

In order to test the strength of a new structure a locomotive and trucks laden with ballast are driven over it.

Another view of the train moving over the bridge. The debris of the
original construction will be noted in the photograph.

Early morning scene on the Marne, now tranquil enough save for the hammering of French engineers. The above photographs areexceptionally interesting as showing the ingenious and rapid work of our French allies, and were sent to us by a soldier in the 7th
Company of Engineers. Most of the bridges blown up in this district have already been replaced.

By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
ONE of the greatest surprises of the war to those who
have been interested in aeronautics for any length of
time is the extensive use of aeroplanes as weapons of
offence. Officers of both the Navy and Army, who have
done quite a considerable amount of flying, held the opinion,
even after the war broke out that, although aeroplanes
would undoubtedly be an absolute necessity as scouts, and
even for the quick carrying of despatches from one part
of the fighting-line to another, they would have no particular
use as bomb-droppers. The utmost they would concede
was that an aeroplane, carrying a passenger armed with a
rifle or with a machine-gun, would be useful in chasing
away hostile air-scouts.
Pre-War Opinion on the Aeroplane
One officer, occupying a high position in the military side
of aeronautics, went so far as to say in a lecture some six
months ago that it would be .quite possible for aeroplanes
carrying bombs to do considerable damage to aircraft,
etc., on the ground by swooping down suddenly and launching bombs from low altitudes, and that advantage could be
taken of " ground contour " in
this work. By this, he meant
that if an aeroplane camp was
known to exist in the shelter of
a hill, for example, a hostile
machine might come down low
on the opposite side of the hill
and pop over the top unexpectedly, dropping small bombs
big enough to destroy aeroplanes
or temporary sheds, and get away
befote the defenders of the camp
had time to hit him.

Some time ago one of the officers of the Royal Flying
Corps managed to explode the greater part of a German
ammunition column with bombs dropped from a height of
something like three hundred feet. In this case the column
was travelling along a straight road through a wood, so that
he had practically a white line ruled on the ground in front
of him to give him perfect direction ; but it was purely a
matter of his own, judgment of the speed of his machine
over the ground which enabled him to let go the bombs
at the right moment, so that they fell among the waggons
instead of falling in the road either in front or behind, and
even then luck entered largely into the performance, because a very little deflection would have caused the bombs
to have- dropped into the road alongside the waggon,. in
which case they would probably have done a little damage
to the waggon wheels or bodies, but would not have
detonated whole loads as apparently they did.
Judgment and Luck in Bomb-Dropping
Naturally, troops in the field who have been heavily
shelled by artillery pay little attention to bombs dropped
by aeroplanes, because the•
smallness_ of the bombs and the
small number which any one
aeroplane can carry seem play to
them after the effects of heavy
artillery ; but the recent raid
on Dunkirk by several German
aviators shows that the effect of
bombs on a town is considerably
greater. For one thing, of
course, the bombs striking a.
pavement of heavy stones explode with much greater effect
because they throw bits of pavement about, whereas if they
strike a field most of their effect
is lost simply in digging a hole,
and similarly if a bomb goes
through the roof of a house and
explodes in a room full of men
it does quite a good deal of
damage.

Falling Bomb versus HighVelocity Shell
However, since our aeroplanes
have fairly got going, opinions
have changed quite a good deal.
A good many flyerS are of the
opinion that bomb-dropping from
aeroplanes is rather a futile form
of amusement, because as a
Aircraft to harry
bomb starts without any high
Retreating Germans
velocity like that of a shell
leaving a gun, it is very easily
Every village in the vicinity
pushed out of its course by
of the fighting-line is used to
different air currents through
shelter men who are resting
which it may have to pass, and
after leaving the trenches or
therefore a bomb-dropper can
before going into the firing-line,
never hope for the same accuracy
and therefore as a purely military
as a gunner. Nevertheless, skill
act it is very well' Worth while
and luck combined have promaking such villages as uncomduced some quite unexpectedly
fortable to live in as possible,
good effects. For instance, when
They cannot be reached by our
The evolution of the propeller.
A modern military
Flight-Commander Marix, R.N.,
artillery, and therefore it is
aeroplane passes over an ancient mill in Northern France.
won his D.S.O. by destroying a
obviously advisable that our
new Zeppelin and its shed at Dusseldorf, he made sure of his aircraft should pay attention to them:
aim by diving almost vertically towards the top of the shed,
For a considerable time the French have been using very
so that when he let go his bombs they fell vertically instead big and powerful machines which carry much heavier bombs,
of carrying forward with the speed of the machine at the each of which is quite capable of blowing the inside out of a
some time as they were falling, as they would have done if small house if it goes through the roof, and of blowing in the
he had let them go when he was flying level.
front if it lands in the street outside,
This trick of his had another effect also, because when
When at last the inevitable retreat of the German Army
the Germans saw the machine apparently falling head-first does begin, it will be found that bomb-dropping will be
they thought it had been hit, and ceased filing and waited still more useful, for when big masses of men are moving
for the smash. As soon as he had dropped the bombs he along roads, and when long troop trains are crawling slowly
pulled the nose of the machine up, did a kind of half-loop, along railways, the bomb-dropping aeroplane will be able
and the machine, lightened by the load of bombs and to get down much lower with safety, because the antiimpelled by the terrific speed of its dive, shot up into the air aircraft guns, which are at present the chief worry of
like a rocket, and he was practically out of range before the aviators trying to cross over -the enemy's stationary line
astonished Germans had time to make up their minds what of trenches, cannot be everywhere at once, and therefore
really had happened.
it will be the less easy for the enemy to hit back
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Winged Aircraft Awheel on Terra Firma

Slightly out of its element. An aeroplane being transported on a lorry to the, French base in North—Eastern France. an arrival the
machine was fitted up and commenced reconnoitring over the enemy's lines within three hours—a record, feat.

a keerfrian, aeroplane on to the. trout by road' t will ae.. not.ceu that the macnine is run on its wheels, being attached to a motor—
car after the fashion:of a " trailer.' It is, decorated with the German Cross, but the Germane: ara capable.ot. substituting the Union
Jack, the tricolor, or the- Belgian colours as might suit their purpose, lust as they use the Red Cross for their-ammunition trains.
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Britannia mourns her Hero Dead

Major A. HERBERTSTEPNEY,
Irish Guards.

Major E. 2. THOMSON,
Royal Minister Fusiliers.

Capt. ALAN G. TRITION, Capt. A. GERALD WORDSWORTH. Capt J. P. WHELAN,
3rd Batt. Coldstream Guards.
2nd Batt. Middlesex Regt.
Royal Irish Rifles,

Capt. R. J BROWNFIELD.
Royal Warwickshire Regt.

Capt. Sir MONTAGUE CHOLMELEY. Grenadier Guards.

Lieut. C. F. VERRALL,
Royal Sussex Regt.

Capt. CHARLES CARUS Capt. the Hon. R. MORGANGRENVILLE (Master of Einloss),
MAUD, D.S.O.,
Rifle Brigade.
Somerset Light Infantry.

Capt. A. G. M. GRAHAM,
Worcestershire Regt.

Capt. the Hon. Richard 31organ-Grenville (Master of Hinloss) served with distinction
in the present campaign. He joined the Rifle Brigade in 1908. and obtained his company.
in August last. His mother wasqhe eldest daughter of the third Duke of Buckingham
and Chandos and tenth Lord Kinloss. on whose death she succeeded to the barony,
Capt. A. Gerald Wordsworth was gazetted from the Militia in 1002 to the 2nd
Batt. Middlesex Regt., and first saw active service during the last few months of
the South African War, Capt. Wordsworth was the son of the Rev. J. Wordsworth, of All Hallows, Cumberland, who himself had been a captain in the
Middlesex Regt. before taking orders.
Capt. Sir Montague Aubrey Rowley Cholmeley. Bart., was formerly lieutenant in the
4th Batt. Lincolnshire Regt., and a great spQrtsinan, being Master of the well-known
Barton Hunt.
Lieut. the Hon. Edward Charles Hardinge, D.S.O., died from wounds received in action.
Son of a distinguished father. Lord Hardinge of Penshurst. ex-Viceroy of India. he
served the Empire with great ability, being mentioned in Sir John French's despatches,
and subsequently received the D.S.O. for conspicuous gallantry.
Major Edmund Peel Thomson, Royal Munster Fusiliers, entered the Army in 1593.
' After brilliant service in the South African campaign, he was appointed Staff-Captain of
Pretoria sub-district. and was made Brigade-Major, Middlesex Infantry Brigade, in 1012.

Capt. G. H SMART,
West Yorkshire Regt.

Capt. C. A. R. HODGSON,
Royal Warwickshire Regt.

Capt. H. M. POWELL,
South Staffordshire Regt.

Capt, the Hon. C. H.111. ST. CLAIR,
Sealorth Highlanders.

Capt. GEOFFREY STEWART
2nd Batt. Coldstream Guards.

Lieut G. R. PARR,
Lt. Hon. EDWARD HARDINGE, Lieut. I. M. MACANDREW,
Sec.-Lieut. J. H. G. NEVILL,
Somerset Light Infantry.
D.S.O., The King's Hussars.
Seaforth Highlanders.
Grenadier Guards,
(Photos by l'a,,ttek, E,ncst Brock6, Lalaunte, Barnett, Chancellor, Heath, Puss,lh
SOltS, Earrett,
Scrundcrs, Brismac.1
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GARIBALDI BROTHERS DIE FOR FRANCE.—Fresh lustre to
an immortal name has been added by the deaths of Bruno and
Constante Garibaldi, who fell in the Argonne while fighting with
their four brothers and some 2,000 Italian volunteers. On the
first day of their entry into the firing—line the Garibaldians

J
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captured a German position. Bruno dashed into the fight at
the head of his company to fall, shot down by the deadly
German fire. Calling to a comrade he embraced him,
murmuring "For my brothers ! " and expired on the field.
Constants died while rallying his men with great bravery.

THE GERMAN GOSPEL & ITS APOSTLE
The pernicious teachings of Treitschke, and how
they fostered Prussian Militarism, clearly explained
By JOSEPH McCABE
Author of " Treitschke and the Great War." etc.
characteristics—it must be very powerful, and it must
be very big. Of small nations like Holland, Belgium,
Denmark, and Switzerland, he always spoke with
contempt. A little nation, he contended, never did
anything '' great." It is a pity he did not live to see the
greatness of the Belgian spirit contrasted with the pettiness,
meanness, and childishness of the Prussian spirit. He
openly drew the inference that the small nations must be
absorbed in the larger, and as Switzerland, Belgium,
Holland, and Denmark were " Germanic " in origin, he
plainly sketched the programme of bringing them back into
the German family under the lead of Prussia. In the case
of Holland he advocated only commercial union, but other
pages of his work show that this was not sincere.
Holland and Belgium to be annexed
He maintained that the geographical position of Germany
was insufferable. She nutst have the mouths of her great
rivers (especially the Rhine) and an extensive sea front
of the GerMan Ocean ; in this respect he plainly implied
the annexation of Holland and Belgium:
"Blood and Iron" for the new generation
That this programme involved a great war, Treitschke
Few are now unaware that Heinrich von Treitschke,
did not merely admit ; he seemed to regard it as
professor of history and political science at Berlin University an advantage. The essence of a State, he repeated confrom 1874 to 1895, was the chief apostle of this barbarous stantly, was military power, and he went beyond ant
gospel; but probably many still fail to see how an academic writer of modern times in glorifying war. His fiercest
teacher could inoculate a nation with so fateful—and, as scorn was reserved for the advocates of disarmanient.
it will prove, so fatal—a theory. As is usual in such cases,
These " pipe-of-peace-smokers," he said, would ruin the
the message of the prophet coincided with the mood of the human race. War, he said, in revolting terms, was a Godpeople and the conditions of the country, yet Treitschke's sent agency for purifying the moral nature of a compersonal share in creating the great illusion has been munity, and all the sacrifices it imposed on men, women,
immense. The most popular professor in the largest and children were a normal part of their duty to his Moloch
German university, he had his class-room thronged by young of a State. He had the most profound contempt for the
men of the middle class, and a whole generation of officers,
modern idea of a State as a social institution for the projournalists, teachers, and historical and military writers,
tection and the prosperity of the men and women who
went out over Germany with his
compose it. This was " madream of medieval carnage and
terialism." True " idealism "
annexation. Bismarck had
was to regard the State as
astutely recognised the value
something greater than the men
of the fiery Saxon teacher, who
and women who compose it ;
united an admiration of Machiasomething that can impose on
velli with a worship of Prussia,
them whatever sacrifices it
and had set him on the
wills, and may be quite inacademic throne at Berlin. In
different to their will. So he
this way, and in more stately
supported the despotism and the
language, the Chancellor's
bloody ambitions of Prussia.
'
" blood-and-iron " policy was
In his discussion of treaties
carried to the new generation,
and moral principles we find
and directed to a new and even
Treitschke even more flagrantly
greater expansion of Germany.
laying down the maxims_ which
Since he beoun to teach at
have disgraced modern GermanY.
Berlin, in 1874, Treitschke
Belgium, Holland, and Switzeropenly preached the = gospel
land, for instance, were prowhich we find `on the point of
tected by treaties, and there
the Prussian - bayonet ' to-ddy.
were in addition a number Of
His university - lectures haVe
international " conventions 7
been published by his students
mm
might hamper Germany
under the :title . of : " POlitik :
in its next expansion. The
(Politics), and' in theSe and
admirer :Of Machiavelli=it is at
his many public lectures we
times difficult -to realise that he
find the inspiration of the
i from the chief prqis speaknoBernhardis of a later date, and
fessorial chair of Germanyof _ the Kaiser and 1 German
Makes short work of these:
officers of to-day. His chief
Nothing on earth, he says, e is
work is not history, though he
higher than a State there is
has -. written the history of
no such thing as absOlute inter
Getinany in a romantic and
national law, and can be no
heroic vein which intoxicated
such thing as an international
young men. His main purpose Recently erected statue in Berlin to Heinrich von tribunal. A treaty or conwas to build up an ideal of a Treitschke, the apostle of the " might-is-right" creed. His vention is, therefore, only a
State,` and in his ideal State detestation for Great Britain a mounted to a mania, and his voluntary limitation of its
lectures and writings have do ne more to bring about the
he demanded especially two
world's greatest tragedy than any other individual effort,
(Ven ,inn?el en prg?:i49.)
HEN the clouds of war have passed, and the nations
engaged in the grim struggle, are arraigned
before the jury of civilised nations, there will be a
prompt and unhesitating verdict. The wonder will then
be expressed that we had paid so little attention to the
most obvious fact of recent European life—the fact that
for forty years Germany has been meditating and arming
for an aggressive and expansive war. We have, with British
generosity, admired the German school and the German
merchant, we have translated learned German treatises,
and suffered with chivalrous appreciation German victories
in the field of trade, but when we heard of writers who were
poisoning the German nation against England, and directing
its colossal military expenditure against us and France,
we took little notice. They were ,cranks, pedants, or
dyspeptics, We said. Now we know that they were the"
spokesmen of the modern German , Gospel, and that for
forty years they had traced the lines of the present campaign, as the Germans intended it to run.

W

What the Horrors of Invasion really mean

Immediately a village is retaken by the French from the Germans, our allies vigorously set about repairing the damace done by t: e
" Bosches." In this photograph some military engineers are seen at work on the roof of a shell-shattered cottage in St. Genevieve,
which has not been abandoned by the brave inhabitants, who may be seen at work within the house.

The appalling tragedy of invasion as enacted in Lille, which has been subjected to continuous bombardment by the Germans, Lille
is situated near the Franco-Belgian frontier, and is, so to speak, in the vanguard of the battle. This camera record of the frightful
desolation in a once beautiful and prosperous French town brings home to us very vividly the horrors of Prussian aggression.

A British battery coming into action under supervision of some members of the Headquarters' Staff, somewhere on the Continent.
It will be noticed that the position is partially screened by a heap of stones and a haystack.

THE GERMAN GOSPEL AND ITS APOSTLE
(C"mtlitved from page 3i1.)

action on the part of a particular State, and the State
can withdraw- it whenever its interests require. In fact,
he says, every treaty is signed with the mental reservation—
" As long as things remain as they are." This is the
" scrap-of-paper " theory of the present German Chancellor,
advocated in Berlin -University forty years ago. On the
subject of broad, moral restrictions, not expressed in
treaties, Treitschke is not less plain. After a long and
hypocritical discussion of the question whether the end
justifies the means, he concluded that " the highest moral
duty of a State is to maintain its power " ; that " moral
means " are to be preferred if they are possible, and that
" morality must be political (Prussian) if politics is to be
moral." And he expressly defends lying, spying, bribery,
and deceit for a nation's purposes. As to the behaviour
of soldiers in the field, Treitschke says it is precisely " the
moral grandeur of war " that the,soldier must " crush his
natural feelings of humanity." I have heard from Belgian
officers that the troops who blasted Louvain were largely
university students. No doubt they were pupils of the
pupils of Treitschke.
The next step in the professor's programme, in so far
as it bears on the present war, is to inflame the German
against England, and he loses no opportunity. England
was the great obstacle to this dream of Imperial expansion.
France, lie thought, was decadent and powerless, and
of ,the greatness of little Belgium he had no suspicion:
England was the rival. Germany wanted, and must have,

colonies, and England already possessed the best territories
beyond the sea. Germany must have command of the
sea, and she would have to wrest it from England. So
Treitschke entered upon a systematic vilification of England,
and created the German legend about England's " perfidy "
and " cunning." The language he uses about England
is at times perfectly ludicrous in its childish spite. In the
mouth of a prdfessor of history it is grotesquely inaccurate.
This gospel Treitschke carried far beyond the confines
of a crowded class-room. As a distinguished professor
and the official historian of Prussia, he had a position of
great weight with the general public, and he addressed
fiery orations to large, popular audiences. In these he
sometimes developed the idea which we find on the lips of
the Kaiser to-day—the notion that God has especially
selected the German nation, through the Hohenzollerns,
to impose a new and higher civilisation on the world. He
defends this with all his learning and eloquence in a public
lecture entitled " Luther and the German Church," and at
the close of another lecture, addressed to a large body of
university students, he exclaims that " some day the whole
world may recover its health in the German character."
So he contrived to fill an infatuated people with its silly
dream of a mission of German " Kultur," and, tinder this
high-sounding name, kept alive in Germany the most
brutal medieval ideals of aggressive war. No wonder that
neutral nations know where to place the blame of this war.
For forty years Germany has been preaching and preparing
for a ruthless, aggressive campaign, while no other great
nation in Europe desired aggression, or armed for any other
purpose than defence.

The battery opens fire, and the smoke of the guns can clearly be seen recoiling in space. In the foreground a gunnery officer
records the result of the shells. This photograph, together with the One at the top of the page, is exclusive to " The War
Illustrated," and was taken by one of our special photographers at great personal risk.

How the German Gunner is made to face the 75's

Evidence of the failing spirit of the German soldier and the brutality
of his officer is recorded by a French commander fighting in the
neighbourhood of Rheims, and graphically illustrated in the draw—
ing on this page. After French artillery had effectively shelled the
German trenches. the infantry charged them with the irresistible

dash characteristic of our Allies. All the Germans fled in disorder,
with the exception of the gunners, who were unable to move,
being chained to their guns. It appears that the famous French
" 75's " have so scared German gunners that their officers
chain them to their guns in order to hold them in the firing—line,

Belgium's Army Still a Lion in Prussia's Path

Helping to bar the Calais way. Belgian artillery lined up on the sand—dunee of Northern France. Their strenuous work in this
region of hostilities has proved yet another stumbling—block to the Kaiser's designs on Calais.

Another photograph of our Belgian Allies on the dunes with their efficient guns, at the Channel end of the Allies' long line. The other
end is on the borders of neutral Switzerland, where the French Alpine soldiers are fighting near the Vosges.
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Belgian lancers on their way to meet the Germans near the sand—dunes of Northern France. Practically the whole of Belgium
is now in the hands of the Germans, who regard it as Greater Germany. The heroic Belgian Army, with King Albert at its
head, is, however, confident of regaining their territory. The greater the sacrifice for liberty and honour, the greater will
be the enemy's price on the day of reckoninc
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How it holds Dune and Dyke against the Hun

On the right: Belgian Louvain Lancers advance along the breezy coast-line
to take up a position on the dunes. On the left : Belgian infantry rest
awhile prior to relieving their comrades in the battle line.

Hard on the motor-" bike." Belgian scout on the dunes,
carrying out reconnaissance work under novel conditions.

In a sandy burrow. Another Belgian scout on the look-out for Germans,
unobserved except by the ubiquitous " snapshotter."

aa
More Belgian soldiers move out of a coast resort to help frustrate the pathetically continuous efforts of the Germans towards Comm.
No doubt the War Lord himself is beginning to realise that it is a long, long way to his Channel base, although picture-postcards are
distributed broadcast in the Fatherland showing German guns bombarding Dover from the neighbourhood of the historic seapurL

Italy may soon range Herself with the Allies
decision of the Italian Government
THEin significant
cancelling passports granted to Italian men under
thirty-nine seems to point to Italy's tardy, participation
in the European War. Italian public opinion has always
been favourable to the Triple Entente. In moving at once
Italy would anticipate any desire on the part of the Dual
Monarchy to conclude a separate peace with the Allies, in

I:ing Victor Emmanuel of Italy, whose decision
to do or not to do is daily awaited.

which contingency Austria's hopes of territorial expansion
and greater influence in the Adriatic would be temporarily
dashed. After all, Italy's continual preparation must be
almost as expensive as warfare itself. With Rumania to
help her, and an enemy already much weakened by the
Russians, Italy will never have a better opportunity of
realising her national ambitions at the expense of . Austria.

A company of Italian Alpine Infantry manoeuvre on skis at a high altitude.
Skis are the quickest means of progress over the snow

The heroic Garibaldi brothers—Bruno, Constante Peppino, and Ricciolti respectively.
The first two have been killed while fighting for France with the Italian volunteers.

Italian officers' genial au revoir to French
comrades off to the front.

Some of the

Typical Italian carbineer on
sentry—go.

.ous Italian Bersaglieri, who would be glad of the opportunity
o fight with France against the Teutons.
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Rumania prepares to enter the Great Conflict
AL THOUG H. 'Rumania is expected to enter the
European imbroglio in the middle of February, her
ultimate action to a great extent depends upon Italy.
Rumania's sympathy is whole-heartedlv with the Allies.
kn ancient Latin race, she has everything to fear from
Teuton aggression. Diplomats have been at work to prevent
a rupture between Rumania and Hungary, but should

they fail, Rumania \\ill take the opportunity to realise her
national aspirations. She has long coveted Bukovina. a.
province in the Crown land of Austria, between Galicia and
the Rumanian north-west frontier. A large percentage of
Bukovina's inhabitants are Rumanians, who, like man;
Hungarians, anxiously await the deliverance from Austrian
suzerainty which is inevitable.

Typical Rumanian chasseurs on the occasion of a recent inspection. It will be noticed
that their hats are similar to those of the Italian Bersaglieri.

Types of Rumanian cavalry and infantry. Here also a sympathy with Latin ideas
is observable, uniforms resembling those of French chasseur and Piou-piou.

Practising with big guns. A Rumanian battery
in mimic warfare.

King Ferdinand of Rumania, who succeeded
his Gsrmanophil uncle King Carol recently.

Rumanian infantry entrenched during recent
manoeuvres.

Typical Rumanian infantry prepare for their struggle with Austria, which
will begin next month if diplomatists cannot come to an understandin].
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Serb Men & Women Resist Austrian Aggression

Women of Serbia are working fervently for their brothers-in-arms against the
Austrian tyrant. Everything that they can do to lighten the burden of the soldiers
is being done by the hardy womenfolk of this indomitable kingdom. Two peasants
in this photograph are conveying a wounded soldier to a tent hospital.

Serbian regimental headquarters 'in the field from which operations against the Austrians are directed with such success. Inset: A
group of Serbian officers standing in front of shrapnel-proof screens. The latter are constructed on the principle of a hurdle, and
have proved most effective against spreading shrapnel in the Near Eastern area of hostilities.

Turkey's Half-Hearted Efforts in Kultur's Cause

Talaat Bey, the chief conspirator in dragging Turkish artillery entrenched in a formidable position, and an officer of the Sultan's
Army superintending operations.
Turkey to the support of the Germans.

Turkis'i troops fixing wire entanglements. They are seen wearing the new military headgear, which is half fez and half he!rnet.
This was adopted after the Turco—Italian campaign in Tripoli, and occasioned much criticism at the time from fanatics who
regard the fez as the only wearable headgear in accordance with their religion.

Turkish soldiers dig trenches in readiness for the Russians. Disaffection prevails in Constantinople over the war, which has been
brought about only by a small minority in power, subsidised by German gold. Prussian supervision has not improved Ottornzre
military conditions and the Turk has no heart to go through another inevitably disastrous struggle.

Turks rush to Disaster at Germany's Behest

One of the most important events since the beginning of
the year was the overwhelming disaster to the Turkish Army
in the Caucasus, near Sarykamisch, early in January. Hurled
across these snowy heights by their ruthless German ex—
ploiters against the Russians, the misguided and hapless

soldiers of the decrepit Sultan suffered complete disaster.
Though at first greatly outnumbered, the Russians courage—
ously held their ground until reinforced, and then routed the
Turks, who suffered appallingly amid the snow—bound passes.
innumerable wounded being quickly frozen to death.
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Brilliant French Strategy in Vosges Passes

Chasseurs Alpins, whose knowledge of the Vosges and general
skill in mountain warfare, showed great ingenuity during the
recent French advance into Alsace. By means of heavy artillery
fire, they led the Germans to believe that they intended to con—
centrate their attack in the neighbourhood of Col St. Marie,
instead of which the chasseurs proceeded through an opening

seven miles farther south. While the enemy waited for an
infantry attack to follow up the artillery fire, a scouting party of
sharpshooters on skis advanced over the snow—covered hills.
Coming down under shelter of pine—trees they opened a deadly
fire on the Germans at two hundred yards, who were taken
unawares and endeavoured to retreat, suffering heavy loss.
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The Guns that are deciding the Issue of War

One of the famous 75—millimetre guns with which Our French
allies have made such good practice during the war.

IT may be taken as axiomatic that weight and mobility are conflicting qualities in artillery. Germany has shown us what is
possible with heavy guns. But she has also shown us what is impossible.
Effective as they may be where there is time to place them and hard
beds of cement or stone on which to mount them, they are worse than
useless when rapid movement is essential. For instance, the Germans
brought up some heavy mortars—which are really short guns of
great weight, throwing large projectiles a limited distance. But
the floods let into the low-lying beet-fields forced the Germans to
retire rapidly, and these mortars had to be abandoned.
Again, the renowned " Soixante-quinze " or 73-millimetre (about
3 in.) gun of the French Army, is a remarkably effective small-calibre
gun of extreme mobility, that makes it far more deadly and decisb
than more cumbrous and less mobile guns could possibly be.

Two of the large German mortars brought up to help in blasting a way through to Calais, and abandoned when the floods were let
loose by the Allies. They were recovered by the British, and were at Pervyse, near Dixmude, when photographed. The inset
photograph above shows what a French gun did to a German gun after firing fifteen minutes,

MusicalInterludes amid the Clash of Arms

Music bath charms, more or less, to soothe the savage Hun. German soldiers sing in parts on the Belgian sand-dunes, while a
'comrade keeps a look-out for any violent form of applause from the enemies' guns inconveniently near at hand.

Music amid the debris of bombardment. A brave Belgian soldier emulates The broken melody. Scene in the room of a house
at Pervyse after being struck by German shells.
Nero's feat, and plays, though in a different sprit, while the city burns.

Deutschland uber Alles" underground. German Desperate' measures' to be popular. German band, `guarded by armed escort,
soldiers sing round Christmas-tree in E. Prussia
parades Antwerp, and gives selections to generally indifferent audiences.
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Affairs of Outposts on Frontiers Far and Wide

French cyclist patrol cautiously peers round the bend of a lonely
road to make sure that no " Bosches " are in the vicinity.

German outposts, together with Dutch soldiers, avail themselves
of the warmth of the guard's cabin fire on the frontier line.

Enemy scouting party in Belgium take cover in the snow, while
two of them sweep the horizon for signs of the Allies.

Prussian patrol engaged in scouting Argonne woods discover
some of the Allies, and take aim from cover.

On the track of a meal. Prussian cavalry patrol about to sample Some refreshment' at a stall in a Polish village. The stall—keeper
and boy in the foreground are typical natives of Poland, some of whom have relations fighting on [both German and Russian sides.
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Peaceful Homes as War-time Headquarters

Th3 entrance to a charming chateau which, at one stage of the operations on the Franco—Belgian frontier, served as British Head—
quarters. Situated in a pleasantly wooded district not far from the fighting—line, the mansion has a peculiarly unwarlike aspect.

in the course of many months of indecisive fighting, British
Army Headquarters has moved from place to place according
to the vacillations of the long battle—line. it is sometimes
domiciled in a charming rural district on a seigniorial estate,

sometimes in a large industrial town, and sometimes at an
ancient hamlet. In this photograph some orderlies of the Staff
of one of the cavalry divisions quartered at a picturesque
French village are awaiting instructions.
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By F. A. McKenzie, " Daily Mail" War Correspondent

I

S there any possibility of ending the deadlock along
the Belgian and French frcnts ? The allied armies
and the Germans have faced one another for about
'three months, and essentially the positions are the same
!to-day as at the end of October. There has been seine
gain here, some loss there, and the average of gains is in
favour of the Allies. But all the changes in position put
together are insignificant. At intervals each side tries
a forward movement. The Allies have been attacking
recently, with some success, as the capture of Perthes
testifies. But these gains do not vitally affect the strength
of either side.
The Position As It Is
Picture the position as it actually is. On either side
there is a -long, broken front, consisting of successions
of trenches and dug-outs, connected together as far -as
possible by intricate passages; so planned that they cannot
be swept by gun fire for any length. These trenches are
fronted by numerous lines of wire entanglements, some
high and some low, against which the enemy must hurl
himself. Around them are concealed pits, with stakes
in their centre, to impale the enemy. At every possible
point machine-guns are placed to annihilate any approaching
foe, and searchlights can be turned on to discover attempts
at night attack.
Away behind these lines of trenches are other similar
lines, so that if the first series should be taken there is
still a strong barrier against any real advance. Scme
distance behind these are the gun positions. The artillerymen have some, of the dreariest work of the war. Day
by day they shell the invisible enemy. Many of them
have never seen a German, save as a prisoner. Every
norw and then one of the enemy's shells kills or wounds
one or more of the gunners. Now a hostile aeroplane
drops a bomb near them. Behind these trenches and gun
positions there are considerable forces of troops who can
be brought up whenever necessary. Infantry go to the
trenches for forty-eight hours at a time—forty-eight hours
mostly of monotonous waiting, usually in deep mud,
sometimes in deep pools of water. Our men never know
when the enemy will creep along the few hundred yards
between either side and attempt to storm our position.
The enemy never know when we will make a similar attempt.
What May Happen
It is not impossible to capture trenches such as these.
I myself- have seen, notably in the Battle of Liaoyang,
position after position, prepared in just such fashion,
stormed and taken—needless to say, at very heavy cost
of life. But in former wars the capture of such trenches was
done to turn the enemy's flank or drive in his centre and
force his retreat. Here neither side can turn the flank
of the other, for there is no flank, nor can it storm simultaneously hundreds of miles of trenches. When one side
captures a particular point it usually finds- that it has
only secured -a position which is commanded to the right
and left by the enemy and which is untenable.

Two main possibilities are open to us. The one is to
force a tremendous wedge into Belgium or the Luxemburg
by concentrating our forces there and driving forward
regardleSs of cost. The second plan is to use the guns
of our Fleet to drive the enemy from the Belgian coast.
and to attempt a landing in force there. One of these,
or possibly the two, is almost certain to be tried as soon
as spring weather makes active campaigning possible.
If a wedge were driven in towards Ghent the Germans
would automatically be forced to retire from their positions
on the coast, or they would be surrounded and captured.
The Canadian Troops
Princess Patricia's Regiment, the advance guard of the
Canadian forces, went into the trenches on Saturday,
January 9th, and Captain Newton, a very popular young
Etonian, was killed there. This marks the entry of the
Canadian troops into active war. The first contingent—
thirty-two thousand men—are still, at the time of writing,
on Salisbury Plain, and they do not seem likely to leave
for the front so soon as was first expected. They have
been severely tried by the exposed position of their camps
and by their life under canvas amid the wettest weather
England has known fora century:
Canada is raising two- more contingents, and before the
summer is out will have close on a hundred thousand men
at the front. The combined forces of the Dominions
and of India on the Continent will number fully four hundred
thousand. The Canadians do not show at- their best in
camp here. They are splendid fellows, husky, vigorous,
and full of initiative and intelligence. But their weakness,
from a military point of view, has been their unwillingness
to submit to discipline. This will soon be remedied when
they get into the fighting-line. I know many of the
Canadians well, and, like everyone else who knows them,
am sure that they will do magnificently when they get
the chance.
Rumania's Decision
It is now as certain as anything can be that Rumania
will join the Allies and will attempt an early invasion of
Transylvania. Her military preparations have been very
carefidly made. She is the strongest, richest, and most
stable of the Balkan States. Her. action greatly adds
to the dangers of Austria-Hungary—a country already
in a difficult enough position. Hungary herself will soon
find foreign armies within her borders. She cannot hope
to hold Transylvania against the determined attacks of
Russia and Rumania combined, and once Transylvania
is captured, the heart of Hungary lies open. In kussian
Poland everything continues to go very well. Baron
von -Hindenburg's great army has struck its great blows
and failed to effect its purpose. It is suffering heavily
from the bitter cold of the Polish winter. It has lost
enormously in its attacks, and while it has gained some
ground it has not weakened the essential defensive position
or lessened the confidence of the Russians.

Princess Patricia's Light Infantry. the first Canadian regiment to go to the front, seen on the march during recent manoeuvres.

Queen's Westminsters betting Fit for the Front

Members of the 2nd Battalion Queen's Westminsters at rifle practice in preparation for their forthcoming departure to the front.

Col. Gordon Clark is working strenuously to
get the second battalion of this famous terri—
torial regiment ready for the fighting—line.

Another impression of the Queen's Westminsters searching for bull's—eyes.
Skill in marksmanship is, after all, a deciding factor of war, and in this
respect the Allies have certainly proved themselves superior to the enemy.

The new British armies which will be off to the front in the course of a few weeks are being well trained in the art of cover shooting,
neglected by the Kaiser's legions before the war with such disastrous results. Thanks to the skill of the officers and enthusiasm
of the men, the 2nd Battalion Queen's Westminster Rifles is nearly fit to take its place, with the let, in the firing—line.
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THE WAR-BY SEA
By Commander Carlyon. Bellairs, R.N.

T

Wilhelmshaven and Cuxhaven, it is because Von Tirpitz and
HERE are certain facts presented by the war which
teach us more than any dissertation about naval
Prince Henry of Prussia have advised the Kaiser that the
mines and ice will take care of the Russian battleships.
power. Last week we saw how it enabled us to use
all sorts of old ships, while Germany can only, in favourable
:The Kiel Canal is not a healthy place for the crews, and the
circumstances, venture her best fighting craft. At the ,'..Brunsbuttel locks at the entrance are not invulnerable.
moment there are in hiding four fast raiders, two of therri'
it is therefore best to concentrate. To the German mind
cruisers and two armed merchantmen. With the exception
the air raid on Cuxhaven appeals, not so much because of
of the more or less invisible submarines, everything else is 'the concrete damage, as for the secrets it disclosed concernunder the protection of fortified and mined harbours,
ing their naval strength and the power of interference
the entrances of which have been made so tortuous that
with military enterprises.
there is grave risk of danger to friend as well as foe. From
Events in the Black Sea
them the fastest ships venture out like frightened rabbits
to scurry back on the mere threat of a superior force.
The Goeben has again run away from the Russian
squadron, and been damaged by a mine, puttim, her out of
Value of Fortifications to a Weak Fleet
action for some months. Russia is now free to
b carry out
Thus we have an illustration of Palmerston's doctrine
amphibious operations, such as the sending of troops and
that the history of fortifications shows that they enable
stores by sea. The Turkish force in the Caucasus was
an inferior fleet to hold out against a superior enemy.
largely sent by sea, but the Russians have now destroyed
Thus the inferior naval power is driven to divert men and
many transports, and no supplies will pass that way. Thus
money to immobile forts and garrisons, while Britain and
the victory Russia has won with her ordinary army of
here Palmerston failed us in understanding—can concenobservation will be consolidated.
trate all the more on her Navy and mobile Army. So we
The fast German cruiser Breslau (the Goeben's comsee the strong and the weak pursue different policies, and
panion since the beginning of the war) has also been seriously
both are right.
damaged by gun fire.
,We have said that the open sea, unlike the land. where
every inch may be disputed, will serve only one master.
Where there is fighting the results are decisive, except
where one side uses the advantage of speed to avoid action —
e.g., the Karlsruhe escaped from the Bristol, and the Goeben
fled from the Russian Black Sea Squadron.

The Effectiveness of Mine-Laying

That we ought to have hunted through the North Sea
prior to the outbreak of war, in order to prevent minelaying, is now generally admitted. A large mine-laver can lay
four hundred mines, and do untold mischief. After the
Why the German Navy Hides Itself
outbreak of war we loosed our hounds. The Amphion sank
If the German Fleet would come out, the result would be
the mine-layer Koenigin
decisive, and we would be free to land some of our five new
Luise at noon on August
armies in Schleswig, to seize an island on the Gerinan coast
4th, but she herself
as a base, and to bombard where we liked without any
perished two days later
further consideration of saving our ships for any other
on one of the mines
event than the interference of a powerful neutral._ For this
already laid. Recently,
reason it does not suit Germany to allow us to bring about
the Petroff rad correspondecisive results. - Germany is faced with a similar situation
dent of the
° " Morning
in regard to Russia in the Baltic. If now it proves true
the
Post " tells us,
that the entire modern Navy was concentrated last week at
Russians blew up a u-hole
shipload of mines in a
German mine-layer. The
difficulty of a relentless.
hunt now is the fact that,
for each ship that might
have been sunk, there are
always frpm one hundred
to four hundred mines
to be cleared away, for one cannot hunt through
a mine-field. We knew long before the war that the'
Germans intended to- mine the high seas, and to
strike before the declaration of war. The public
must ask the politicians why they deprived the
Navy of its initiative in those fateful days.
It will be remembered that on returning from
the first raid on our East Coast on November 4th
the Germans lost a modern armoured cruiser, the
Yorck, in their mine-field by Wilhelmshaven.
The, correspondent from whom I have quoted now states that the Von der Tann, one of her great
cruiser-battleships, collided with the light cruiser
Frauenlob, and is incapacitated for a considerable'
period. It will be remembered that this vessel
was one of the five cruiser-battleships that took
part in the raid on Hartlepool and Scarborough,
and it must have been on the return journey that
the light cruiser ran into her. Returning to .
intricate channels, the Goeben and Yorck
immolate themselves in mine-fields, and the Von
der Tann and Frauenlob run into -each other.
An impression of the damage done to a North Sea steamer by the exThere is nothing discreditable in this. It
plosion of a mine. Fortunately it was possible to beach the ship, to save
merely means that the sea. claims a constant.
her from foundering. The black mark of the censor obliterates her name.
inset: A member of the crew of a mine-sweeper wearing the new hatwooer.
ribbon, issued by the Admiralty, with which he is evidently pleased.

Indian Heroes from Trench to Breezy Brighton
WHEN the history of Armageddon
is written for posterity one of the
most interesting chapters \\ ill concern
the almost imbecile credulity of the
German race. For years they have been
misled by their rulers and professors,
For years they have been taught to
regard this war as essential to their
preservation. The Crown Prince, who
so enjoyed British hospitality in India,
was convinced that the races would
revolt on the outbreak of the European
War. German agents in Egypt
prophesied its secession. The whole
Empire would, in fact, crumble at the
bark of Prussia's war-dogs.
" We are fighting because the Raj
desires us " was the remark of wounded
Indians at Brighton to the Icing on the
occasion of his recent visit. " We will
die for our Emperor " was the general
spirit. Another 130,000 Indians are
already on the way to the battlefields of
France. Could anything be more
eloquent of the loyally of India to the
Mother Country, and the utter fatuity
of German pre-war convictions ?

One of the first photographs published showing the Indian soldiers in their trenches.
They are seen defending a French frontier village.

Their Majesties the King and Queen leaving the Royal Pavilion,
Brighton recently, after visiting the wounded Indians.

Types of Indians who have bled for the great British Raj. Several
are wounded in the left hand through grabbing German bayonets.

Wounded Indians await the arrival of the King and Queen at the Royal Pavilion, Brighton. All of them were overjoyed to see the
King—Emperor. " The smile of the Queen makes us well " they declared in Hindustani.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane."
so ,at the other end machined out so that the whole
PROPOS of bomb-dropping in general, I came across
thing has the_ section of a cross.: That is to say, there
rather a quaint little incident the other day. Two
is first - of all the sharp point, then a short piece of rod
officers had :. been arguing as to the accuracy and
the -full size, and then this cross-shaped piece, which is, 'of
effectiveness of bomb-dropping generally: so they arranged
a competition among themselves. The sceptic said that ... Course, very much-lighter than the front end, and so acts
he would be the target while the other officer took up-.4i. just . as do the feathers 'of 'an arrow. - These things are
in boxes of about five hundred, and the boxes are
chunk -of wood in place of a bomb and hot-e it at him from-:a height of not less than 1,500 feet. If the pilot hit htm --- rOrried along the floor of the aeroplane with an opening so
with the chtink of wood, and he survived; he was to stand .:-that the contents of the boX can be drOpped in a stream by
simply pulling a string. Like bombs, they are liable to bethe pilot a drink, and if the pilot missed him by more than
a certain distance the pilot paid for the refreshment.
deflected from their course by the air currents throrigh Which
they pass, but they cover a considerably larger area than
Uncertainties of Bomb-dropping
the ordinary small bombs, and as they are very seldOm
The competition_ seemed so amusing that three or four
perfectly, straight, they wriggle about and distribute themother 'flying officers insisted on joining in with the target,
selves in the air, so that the five hundred would probable.
and they won handsothely ; though, be it said, the bombcover, very fairly distributed, a space of about fifty yards.
dropper was not one of the most experienced at the game.
by ten, and when they do hit anything they are particularly
- When one considers that this little gamble - took place not
deadly.
very far behind the firing-line, one realises that the work
A friend of mine was at the military _aerodrome at
of the Service flier is not altogether without its humours.
St. Cyr- some little Time ago ,when some of these arrows
Incidentally, officers who have been on the ground when
Were being tested with an unfortunate cow as the enemy.
real bomb-dropping has been in progress, even men who
About three arrows'struck the,cow,.and 'went clean through
are fliers themselves -and know the difficulty of judging
her into the ground, after which the cow died somewhat
distance with a bomb - exactly, tell me that when an
suddenly. - ..
aeroplane; obviously out on a bornb7dropping job, appears
Our Aviators think Arrow-dropping "Dirty Work ".
overhead; - one has to exercise -quite a great - deal of willThe Germans and Russians - also use these arrows, but,
power to prevent oneself from dodging about on the ground
so far, the. Royal Flying Corps has not done so, except
in the hope of- escaping being hit by the bomb, which one
experimentally, partly because some of the officers say
cannot possibly see.
that-it is a dirty way of fighting, because the enemy cannot
What to Do when Bombs are Falling
hear the things coming, and because they make such nasty
The only thing to do is to look all the way round and argue
wounds, and partly because some of the officers say that it
with oneself that the chances are thousands to one against
is not possible to drop them with sufficient accuracy to
the spot on which one is standing being hit, and that if one
make it worth while to risk losing an aeroplane and its pilot
leaves it, one may equally well dodge on to the spot which
through the enemy's gun or rifle fire for the sake of -the
is going to be hit. If one is in an open field, the danger is
damage arrows are likely to do. Nevertheless, against
comparatively slight in any case, because on . soft ground
cavalry or infantry. in anything like close formation they
the bomb does not throw its pieces over any _great area
certainly are effective, as the French have proved.
horizontally.
"Flechette'" versus Bullet Wounds. •
The big bombs used by the Zeppelin which attacked
In fact, one of the German surgical papers some time ago
Antwerp were apparently ordinary naval shells of large
devoted a long article to the effect of these arrows on
ca2ibre, fitted with a tail something lik-e_ that of "an arrow,
troops. If one hits a man on the head it will go through
to ensure their dropping on their noses, and of course
his helmet into his brain, and if it misses his head, and hits
these have an even greater effect than the heavy bombs
him on the shoulder, it will probably glance off the shoulderused in the big French aeroplanes. Fortunately, however,
blade and go right through his lungs, which means
they are so heavy that it is doubtful whether even the
practically certain death, because, having passed through
latest Zeppelins could_ carry more than between twenty
the lungs, it gets mixed up with other parts of ,the anatomy,
or thirty of them ; so that, although their effect where they
whereas a bullet tearing through the lung from, frOnt to
do hit—if, for example, a few Zeppelins manage to get over
back does riot interfere
London sonie calm, with anything else.
foggy night—is--likely
Some soldiers are
to be quite great, the
of the opinion that
total amount of daniage
if there is any arrowclone to a really bia city
dropping going on it is
b
cannot be important,
actually safer to lie
except, of 'course, to
flat on the ground,
the people who happen
because although one
to -be underneath the .
covers a greater area
bomb.
the arrow which does
The Deadly Steel
hit home will have lesS
Arrows
chance of going through
s e v eta 1. important
The French aviators
organs, and may simpleare very fond of the
go straight through as
little steel arrows,
a bullet does, without
known as " flechettes."
causing complications:
These have been
In view of the uncerdescribed fairly often of
tainty Of hitting a mark
Fate,- but it may be as
with the much- larger
well to remind readers
missile, the bomb, .i.4"
that they are pieces
hardly likelY that the
of steel rod about six
"flechette"Will prove
inches 164 Sharpened
The " flechette," as its name implies, is a small steel arrow in use by
a weapon of any serious
French, Russian, and German aviators. When dropped from above on an
at one end like a
unsuspecting soldier, it will pierce his body- from head to foot. The Royal
consequence- in the
pencil, and with the
Flying Corps have not adopted the weapon, partly out of sportsman-.
war.
four and a half inches
like feeling, and because the chances of hitting a mark are remote.
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Harmless Diversions of our Wounded Warriors

Humours of caricature after the horrors of war. Wounded soldier at the Manchester Military Hospital draws his friends on the
blackboard, and apparently the " All Highest War Lord" himself, who is represented as some sort of animal with an iron Cross.

A comb—and—paper quartette of wounded soldiers give a selection from their
repertoire at the Princess Christian Convalescent Home, Bisley, for the benefit
of our photographer. The central figure is conducting with a crutch.

Lance—Corporal F. Russell, Queen's WestSurreys,
measuring a sweater, knitted by himself, on one
of his comrades in St. George's Hospital.

Almost as elusive as a German sniper. A private in
convalescence at St. George's Hospital in tries to
get the better of a jig—saw puzzle.

A popular game on the way back to England. British wounded soldiers take
a hand at nap on board ship. The player on the extreme right has produced
the ace at the psychological moment.
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Sketch Map of Area of Turkish Activities
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While there is a temporary deadlock in France, Flanders, and
East Prussia, owing to weather conditions, the Turkish area of
hostilities becomes increasingly absorbing. A glance at the map
tends to show the enormous difficulties of the task set the
Turks by their " infidel " masters, the Prussians. When the
Ottoman is not being annihilated by the Slav in the_frosty

;11 ed la a

ERiad.

Ucog,. aphe ,
.
E.0
Caucasus he is scorched on the desert plains of Persia and Arabia.
In order to attack Egypt Turkey must cross the Sinai Peninsula
from the neighbourhood off Jerusalem, and already in an attempt
she has been compelled to abandon heavy artillery in this desert
waste. The Turkish(minor success at Tabriz is not likely to
improve the general low spirits of the badly-fed Ottoman troops.
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A WEEKLY PICTURE -RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR 3orJ
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A troop of British Lancers take timely and picturesque cover, somewhere in Northern France,
from a bomb—dropping German aero—
plane. A photograph exclusive to " The War Illustrated," taken by one of our special photographers with the Expeditionary Force.
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Authors of "The Aeroptare in War"
there are these scouts in the air. And for this
reason, as the war has shown, the use of aircraft
has had a marked influence on strategy. Theyhave rendered extraordinarily important the
factors of time and distance. A commanderFl Oat•
in-chief, if he hopes for success, must try to
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adapt the tactics of Napoleon, the originator
Greltame1172
of modern war, to these new conditions that
ILITARY aeroplanes were, at the
prevail. He must aim at his enemy so swift and
outbreak of the present war, efficient
powerful a blow, at a point where this enemy's
in two only of the five uses for which
line is, weakest, and least able to call up support, that even
they are destined in future warfare.
if the stroke is seen by the air scouts before it is struck, it
They were able, firstly, to act as
possesses such rapidity, such irresistible force, that it will
scouts ; and, secondly, to direct the
succeed in the face of detection.
fire of artillery ; but there were no fighting, armoured
Mathematics for Anti-Aircraft Gunners
aeroplanes worthy of the name, and no machines
Anti-aircraft artillery, semi-automatic in its action and
suitable for attacking successfully a strongly-fortified
throwing shells to a height greater than that at which an
position, nor were there aircraft capable of the rapid
aviator will fly if he is to do practical work as a scout, has
transport of troops. From the point of view of a perfected
been used vigorously against the aeroplane. But the
aeroplane—of machines which should carry out all these
latter; thanks to its speed and manmuvring power and to
tasks—the war has come five years too soon.
the small target it offers, has rarely been hit, and its work
The scouting aeroplane, on which designers have con
is impeded by gun. fire to no serious extent. One of the
centrated their attention, is the most practical of flying
fastest single-seated scouts, when at its highest speed, will
craft. It has braved wind and fog, rain, and even snow-,
travel more than one hundred and seventy feet in a second ;
and has run the gauntlet of hostile gun fire. From the
and as a shell may take two or three seconds to rise to the
severest test, under most arduous conditions, it has emerged
altitude at which a machine is flying, this means that,
triumphant. It is possible for an aviator, using a highbetween the moment at which the gun is fired and the
speed machine, to reach an enemy's position that is three
bursting of the shell at the height for which it is timed, the
days' march away, observe the disposition of his forces,
aeroplane that is the target may have travelled several
and then return to headquarters—all within a space of three
hundred feet. This entails for the gunner an intricate
hours. More than once, when rapidity in scouting has been
calculation in which, basing his aim on an estimate of
essential, the aeroplane has done work of supreme
the speed of the aircraft, he points his weapon at the
importance.
moment of discharge at some point in the air which may
The Aeroplane'i Immense Value in Reconnaissance
be eight or ten lengths in advance of the machine. And
The best instance occurred at Mons. Sir John
there is, in addition to calculating the speed of the
French, hearing from General Joffre on the evening of 'aeroplane, the difficulty of estimating its height, which
August 23rd that the British position was threatened by
will change constantly as the pilot manoeuvres his machine.
three Gexman army corps on its front, with another seekIt is not surprising, therefore, that while many aircraft
ing to turn its flank, needed to confirm this news before
run this gauntlet of fire, few are brought to the ground.
dark, so that he might decide what should be done next
Aeroplane as Range-finder for Artillery
day at dawn. Considerable distances had to be traversed
In directing long-range artillery, which may be' bomin such a reconnaissance, and only an hour or so of daylight
barding some position its gunners cannot see, the aeroplane
remained. No other instrument of war could, in the time,
has succeeded beyond all hope. A pilot ascends, watched
have done what the British aircraft did. A number of
by the officers of the battery with which he is co-operating.
them flew out, each following a specified route, and in an
He flies over the enemy, observing their positions. When
hour, thanks to their speed and to the fact that no land
he sees concealed trenches or hidden guns, which it would
obstructions caused them deviation or delay, they had
be impossible to detect save from his bird's-eye view, he
collected news which it might have taken cavalry scants
drops a smoke-bomb, which marks the spot, whereupon the
a day to glean. The enemy, were seen, their strength
officers who are watching his flight, working out the range
estimated ; " the fog of war " was pierced and swept aside.
by means of a telemeter or some other sighting instrument,`
And that night, in his headquarters, making ready, for the
proceed to drop their shells just over the area that has been
coming day, Sir John French was able to plan our fighting
indicated. In one instance, which shows the accuracy
retreat.
that can be obtained, an aviator was passing above a
Aircraft enable a commander-in-chief to see, as Wellington
village in the enemy's territory when he observed in the
always longed to see, what is occurring " on the other side
garden of a lonely cottage a gathering of figures, which,
of the hill. War ceases to be haphazard, with those who
having regard to the military motor-cars he saw drawn
control it making fumbling moves, vaguely aware only
up near by, suggested to him that this might be a meeting
of what an adversary is doing. As Major-General Henderson
of the Headquarters Staff. Such, indeed, it was. The
has said " Throughout a campaign, where both sides are
airman dropped his marking bomb. It was seen through
sufficiently equipped with aircraft, the game must be played
their field-glasses by the artillery officers for whom he was
with the cards on the table." Secrecy in operations, the
range-finding, and who were lying among some bushes on a
striking of an unseen blow, becomes enormously difficult now
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hill-top, three miles away. Of course they could not seewhat the airman'saw. They had to take it for granted that
what he had observed below was worth expending ammunition upon. The range was worked out, and one of the
guns which was standing on the hillside just below them,
shielded by a screen of bushes, was trained so as to throw
a shell at this target that was invisible. The gun roared,
and the shell sped away with a whine that rose quickly
to a shriek.
Accurate Aim at Unseen Target
Those in the garden of the cottage heard the shell coming
towards them, rending the air with its harsh, grim note.
It took them by surprise, because no bombardment was in
progress in this corner of the battlefield. But there was
no time to move to safety ; there was, in fact, no shelter
for which to run. The frail cottage, were it struck, would
prove a death-trap. So the generals and their staff stood
silent by the map-strewn table, waiting the arrival of this
messenger of death. The shell swept down at them,
struck, and burst ; the earth splashed up in a fountain, and
there arose an inky, sluggish cloud of smoke. But instead
of landing in the garden, as it shOuld have done, the shell
dropped twenty-five yards too short. It tore a gap through
the garden hedge, and dug a pit on the other side, besides
covering the officers and their maps with a fine spray of
mould. But for this trifling error of yards they were
devontly thankful ; it was just enough to save their lives.
Such shooting is wonderful, none the less. Remember
that the gunners who fired could obtain no glimpse of
their target. Yet at a distance of three miles, and at
their first shot, they were so near their unseen target that
they sprinkled it with earth by the bursting of their shell.
Of fighting aeroplanes, when the war began, there
were a few craft which had been fitted with machine-ens ;
but these were experimental and slow-flying, and had
technical defects. Yet there was aerial fighting, none the
less. British and French aviators, triumphing
over the limitations of their craft, attacked the
German airmen with rifles and revolvers, making
up in personal gallantry what they lacked in
armament. Apart from the skill required to bring
an adversary to combat in the air and impose
your tactics on his, the courage of the airman
needs to be exceptional. His machine, as he
steers for his foe, is moving through the air at a
very high speed ; and to handle this craft, apart
from any question of manoeuvring for a conflict,
requires much dexterity.

1915.

of aerial strategy that, immediately war is declared, you
should seek to bring your foe to combat, and so cripple
him that, in subsequent stages of the campaign, his flying
scouts may be beaten back when they attempt to penetrate your lines and observe your dispositions. In this
way, while blindfolding your enemy, you are still able
to see yourself. Your adversary will fight, so to say, in
twilight, while you are in the light of day. But in this
campaign, owing to a lack of machines, and through the
inadequacy of weapons, none of the contending air corps
have been able to inflict a crushing blow, and the result
has been that both by the Germans and the Allies a
constant use of aircraft has been possible.
Human Element and the Mechanical
Surprising results have been obtained during the war by
the use of aeroplanes in destructive raids. Airship stations
have been attacked with conspicuous success ; they offer
large and vulnerable targets. Ammunition and supply
depots have also been raided with effect ; while in attacks
on troops in bivouac, or on. the march, which should be
j udged more by their demoralising influence than by the
actual damage done, airmen have harassed the enemy and
prevented them from resting, even when in camps behind
the battle-front. But here again the triumph of the air
corps has been more human than mechanical. By flying
low and risking their lives every second, as did our naval
airmen at Diisseldorf and Cuxhaven, the bomb-droppers
have managed to hit the targets at which they aimed.
Only in this way—by descending deliberately into the
danger-zone, and ✓launching their missiles from heights of
a few hundred feet—could they have overcome the difficulties that exist in dropping bombs with accuracy from an
aeroplane in flight.
But the aerial history of the war, when it is written, will
show that it is as scouts and as range-finders for artillery
that the flying corps have done their really vital work.

Rapid Manceuvring and Aerial Conflict
The evolutions of two machines as they
draw together in combat are so rapid that an
observer from the ground can scarcely follow
them. The positions of the antagonists change
constantly in regard to each other. A pilot is
above his enemy's head one moment, then
suddenly he may dive below him, and the next
instant, by a turn at a critical moment, he may
avoid a conflict and dart away. The difficulty
of accurate firing is extreme. From a machine
passing through the air at eighty or a hundred
miles an hour the marksman has to aim at
another craft which is also in rapid flight, and
follows no given course or altitude, but is altering
its position ceaselessly both as regards elevation
and range. And in the airman's brain, though it
may be sub-conscious, lies the thought that a shot
from his enemy, if it strikes him or hits a vital
part of his machine, may send him earthward in
a fall which spells death, and from which there
is no escape.
The bold tactics of the allied airmen, who forced
a combat whenever possible, had a distinctly
weakening effect on the German initiative. But,
remembering this, and granting also the use, as
the war progressed, of a more perfect type of
gun-carrying craft, there was no chance of so
interfering with the enemy that he lost the
services of his flying scouts. It is the keynote

Bomb—dropping from a German biplane of the Arrow type. The bombs
are carried in cylinders in front of the observer's seat and the pressure
of a pedal releases one on its errand of destruction.
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The Coming o the Aerial " Baby-killers "

A thrill—not of horror nor dismay, but of disgust—went
through all Britain, on the morning of January 20th, with the
news that on the previous night, between the hours of-eight
o'clock and midnight, Yarmouth, Ring's Lynn, and two or
three smaller towns in the north-east of Norfolk, had been
visited by German airships and subjected to a- cowaraly
bombardment.
The amount of damage done was small—no more than has
happened often in a gas explosion—the loss of life slight ;
but the loathsome blood-mad fiends who could do this foul
work and rejoice stirred every Briton's heart to sterner
resolve to crush that degraded nation whose war methods
are more savage than those of the lowest races known to
anthropology.
Demented Germany is gloating over the proof that their
Zeppelins can cross the North Sea and kill English children
of four years old and English women of seventy. But British
airmen, ten times more daring, have flown in daylight over_
long leagues of German soil and hovered over thickly-peopled
German cities, and have dropped no bombs on civilians. Our
Admiralty has warned Germany, however, that we can " take"
reprisals to any extent."

The Zeppelins braved three hundred miles of the North Sea to do—this I The
ruined house at St. Peter's Plain, Yarmouth, and its wounded owner, Mr. Ellis.

Where the shoemaker Samuel Smith was killed. An impression
of the wrecked houses in St, Peter's Plain, Yarmouth.

Workmen removing what was left whole of the
furniture from the house of Mr. Ellis at Yarmouth.

'Twas a ' famous' victory !" Desolation in King's Lynn,
over which the German nation has gone mad with joy.

The War Illustratca, 3017i linuary, 1915.
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Futile Zeppelin Savagery on Norfolk Coast
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Diagrams showing relative positions of the attacked towns and probab!e route taken
by the Zeppelins across the North Sea. Regarded from a military point of view,
the raid was not worth the waste of petrol involved.

Two photographs illustrating the interior
and nose—fuse of a grenade which is
thrown or !lunched by tube from a Zeppelin.

One of

the Zeppelin

ash
bombs which failed to

explode in Yarmouth, in charge of the mill ary.

Another infernal machine which
turned out to be harmless.

Mrs. Gazeley, killed by a Zeppelin bomb,..Emblems of Germany's war on non—
and husband who died fiohting at the front.
'combatants. Deadly Zeppelin shells.

V,

King's Lynn inhabitant severely injured
in the face by bomb fraument.

Thc 1Var illustrated, 30th January, 2915.
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Effective Measures against Marauding Air-Hawks

Detachment of the Flying Corps firing at a German aeroplane hovering over the headquarters of the British air service. The
hostile scout was forced to retreat. A squad of riflemen is believed to be the most effective means of dealing with the air—hawk.

An ingenious French machine—gun
which has been used with success
aaainst aircraft in Northern France.

One of the , latest inventions of the Krupp factory—an armoured motor—vehicle containing
ammunition cart and a high—angle gun for shooting explosive shells at aeroplanes and
airships. The difficulty is to time the explosion against a swift flying machine.

A bull's—eye or not? The "Jack Johnson " of anti—aircraft guns has just
been fired by the noted Chasseurs Alpins in the Argonne district. This is
a particularly deadly, if generally less mobile weapon.

-

Another type of French anti—aircraft gun in action
against a Taube which had been reconnoitring
over the Allies' lines,
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Egypt's Sphinx-like Calm at Turkish Threats

Sikhs hold an entrenched position in the Egyptian desert without any
great difficulty, as the Turkish invasion of the Protectorate is still only
a rumour. The curious sand entrenchments are noteworthy.

Sir George Reid, High Commissioner for Australia, reviews the Colonial
troops near the Pyramids. Inset: Colonial officer finds the leisurely
camel a strange contrast to the restive broncho of the ranch.

British soldiers from the Antipodes an'd Egyptian native guides at the Sphinx and Pyramids. Difficulties of transport and general
bad organisation of the Turkish Army have made things fairly easy, so far, for our army in the Protectorate. The only invasion that is really imminent is that of some thousands of unfortunate Jewish refugees who are expected in Alexandria from Palestine.'
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Our Photographer with the Canadians at Salisbury

" Piccadilly," the terrier mascot of the
Canadian Expeditionary Force.

General view of the corrugated—iron huts erected by the Canadians when weather
conditions rendered camping under canvas impossible.

Members of the Canadian Expeditionary Force working on an invisible
trench, the roofing of which consists of turf layers supported by logs.

Another view of the same trench occupied, illustrating its
depth, and how the grass—plot roof hides it from vision.

Canadians at Bulford standing on a platform put down to facilitate progress over the mud. We published in a recent issue a photo—
graph of Princess Patricia's Regiment, and intimated that it was the only Canadian regiment to receive colours. A !member of the
12th Battalion informs us that his and the 17th Battalion received colours from Lady Haven and Lady Borden respectively.
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Sons of the Dominion prepare to meet the Foe

Signalling Section of the 12th Battalion 1st Canadian Expeditionary Force. Capt. H. How "The War Illustrated" is brought to Bul—
H. Van Wart, signalling officer, is seen on the extreme right, scanning the horizon ford Camp. A motor—cyclist with the latest num—
through the telescope on Salisbury Plain.
ber drives cautiously through the sea of mud.

Members of the Canadian Contingent at work in the
signallers' hut on Salisbury Plain.

Happy though muddy. Canadians waltzing outside their huts on Salis—
bury Plain. They are all keenly awaiting the day of departure to the front.

Officers of the 12th Battalion Canadian Expeditionary Force. Raiding from left to right : Capt. Ogilvie, Capt. Sutherland, Lieut.
Adams, Capt. Fraser, Capt. Van Wart. The day when the bulk of the Canadian troops are drafted to the firing—line will be a great one
on the muddy plain. As the boys from the Dominion say, " We've got the goods," and the Huns are going to find them " some quality."

The War Illustrated, 30th January, 1915.
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Monster British Guns in Action and Transport

Some 60-pounder guns which have proved of remarkable accuracy of aim and rapidity of fire in recent fighting on;Alie Ciatinent. The
two cylinders surmounting the barrel are technically known as " recoil chambers," and sustain the terrific concualion caused by the
explosion of the charge. Without these the weapon would perform a somersault in the air and fall many yards in the rear 'a its position.

Same type of gun in action during Aisne-Marne fighting. The noise of the explosion is nerve-racking to a degree, and the gunners areseen stopping their ears. This weapon is a challenge to the most deadly machine made by Krupp, and is certainly more mobile under
fair conditions. Each gun of a battery fires in turn, and is supposed to be cleaned and loaded by the time its turn comes round.:-P,

Constant rains, floods, and the continual passing of heavy vehicles
have reduced many of the roads in France and Flanders to a pulp.
Transport Of heavy guns'is, thei'efo're, rendered extremely difficult. in this"photoarach a big British weapon is seen en its way

thioUgh a village to take up a positiOn in the firrng-line. It will
be noted that the barrel has been marked with crosses in order to,
break' u ,. the shining high light which would disclose the where-a balite 'Of2 the 9u11 to hostile aircraft.
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The David and Goliath in Gun Power

A battery of British 60—pounder guns preparing to shell the German lines from a well—screened position in Northern France.

Hiding the terrible '• 75." Belgian artillerymen erect a wooden shed round their gun, completely masking it from all points of
view. Only the extreme stability of the "75" in action makes such complete cover possible.

The supreme effort in heavy armament. Covered Austrian howitzer, drawn by a traction engine, on the way to the front in
Galicia. These gigantic weapons are an interesting contrast to the delicate " 75." They are less effective, except in siege
warfare, by reason of their immobility. Where roads are in disrepair, special rail tracks have to be laid to transport them.
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The Epic o

Soissons : How our H

,
.
For many days General von Kluck, aided by enormous
reinforcements and the moral support of the Kaiser's
presence, attempted to break through at this important
point of the French line. The German offensive was
successful to some extent. The capture of Missy and

the Tear illustrated, 30th January, 1995.

ac Allies held Firm the Paris Road

e yillage-'of St. Paul was determined upon. Machine-guns
Bucy le Long opened the way to a violent German
attack on Crony. By breaking the dam -over a tributary ere placed in position, and the stone building was transed into a fort. Here a small body of Frenchmen held
of the Aisne, the Germans flooded the French trenchm
which had to be evacuated, and Crony was abandoned. —1p vast hordes of Germans for a whole day in order to
A stand, however, between a solid factory building an41 ae litate,the general retreat of thousands, of their comrades.

An unfailing supply of ammunition was kept up by corporals,
who faced certain death in bringing it up. Though the
Germans gained some hundreds of yards in this onslaught,
the object of their attack—the gateway to Soissons and
the road to Paris—is still held- resolutely by the French.

The War Illustrated,

30th

January,

1915.
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With the Valiant Leaders of our French Allies

General Gallieni, Governor of Paris, reviews French Scouts and Boys' Brigades,
He was entrusted with the defence of Paris after the outbreak of war..

General Arlabosse, a noted French leader, standing in front of a dug-out near the
French lines on the eastern frontier.

General de Langle Cary (left), one of General
Joffre's right-hand men,_with his Chief of Staff,
Col. Paquette, photographed at his headquarters.

General IVlaud'huy (on right) who has been
closely collaborating with General French.

General Ditty (centre), Governor of Calais, and some of his staff. According to
the Kaiser's latest arrangementsrthe nevcdate for the fall of Calais was January
27th, but General Ditty knows from experience how unreliable are German plans.
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"Blonde Bestiality" and some of its Exponents

Bavarian Infantry undergoing inspection' by. Prince -Leopold In Northern France. According to the French official Black Book of
German atrocities, the 2nd and 4th Regiments of Bavarian infantry are those charged with unspeakable villainy at Nomeny.

German officers pill-aqina',Cfn;Sts' in a French 'chateau. Responsibility
Hun caught committing atro— for " frightfulness " devolves upon heads of State and German officers
cities. Criminal tendencieS- in turn, whose theory is that non—combatants must be terrorised into
are obVious in, his: featoret,
imfNoring'their country to relinquish hostilities at all costs.

French citizen prisoners in the hands of the infamous' Bavarians. Old men and
women, they are dragged from their homeland, front tiVerythIng they hold dear, to
suffer who knows what trials and iturrIlhatione.

German Red Cross doctor
court — martialled by the
French for " frightfulness."

Twolnore shining exponents of " Kultiir "who
have-been sentenced by French icourtmartiat= in_
the South of France for barbarous condiicC •
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Russia's Warm Campaign in Cold Regions

Russian infantry advance through the snow towards Cracow.
"General Winter" offers no friendly cover to an attacking force.

The similarity
Transports on the march through the snow.
between Russian. and British uniforms is distinctly noticeable.

Russian artillery bombarding Cracow. Our allies' field—guns have proved as
efficient in the east as the British and French artillery in the west.

In the snowy Carpathians outposts are compelled
to use skis as a means of progress.

In- this photograph a waggon has come
Transport cifificulttes in East Poland are quite as great as in France and -Flanders.
to grief while passing through a forest near Lodz, and the soldiers await assistance to pull it out of the rut into which it has fallen.
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Serbia's Fight for Freedom

Dead at their post. A remarkably realistic photograph showing hapless Serbian gunners killed at their gun by Austrian shells
prior to the latter's precipitate retreat. In the far
backgound an impression of camp followers of the battle may be seen.

The great
trek of the lesser Slays to victory. Heroic Serbians who, of course, are an offshoot of the great Slav race, pass
through
a village
in pursuit of the retreating Austrians. There- is no chapter in history more glorious than
campaign against superior odds in defence of her national ideals of liberty and progress. Serbia's succassful

The W ar Illustrat ed, 30 thJ anuary ,

TERRIBt.E MOUSE—TQ—HOUSE STRUGGLE FOR STEINBACH, IN UPPER ALSACE.—
One of the fiercest of many fights at close quarters which have taken place so far was the
contest for Steinbach, After several days' continuous fighting this Alsatian village,
which is twelve miles over the German frontier, fell into the hands of our French allies.
The perfnane had decided to defend the position to the last man, and literally honeycombed
the bonsai and gardens with machine—wine and amhtoacadm After the famous French

"75's " had bombarded the place with deadly effect, accounting for about 2,000 dead and
wounded, the French infantry approached stealthily and attempted to carry the, village
at close quarters. At this stage the fighting developed into a house—to—house contest,
and our illustration shows the French soldiers at the moment of wresting the church
quarter and cemetery from the Huns. Other parts of Steinbach were taken and retaken
many, times before the Qarmana were eventually compelled to evacuate the pOeition,
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E _WAR BY
By F. A. McKenzie, "Daily Mail' War Correspondent
OTH sides are preparing with almost feverish speed
for the opening of the western spring land campaign.
On the German side the first moves have been
made, and the Kaiser's armies are once more aiming
straight for Paris. British troops are now pouring into
France at a rate previously unknown. Even the
Canadians, after many disappointments, have been
informed that they will soon be over the water. I do
not anticipate serious fighting in the extreme north for
some weeks. It is impossible for either side to advance
its heavy guns over the bogs of Northern Flanders.
Without heavy guns no real advance can be made. To
push the guns forward during a spell of frost would mean
to incur very grave risks of their sinking in the mud,
becoming useless, and being captured at the first thaw.
It is in the more hilly regions out of the great plains
that we must look for the renewal of aggressive land
war.
The main factor in deciding the result of the new battles
will be, apart from the numbers engaged, the weight of
artillery, and the effectiveness of the high explosives. Last
autumn Germany had heavier guns and better explosives
than ourselves. This spring all the evidence indicates
that we will have at least as heavy guns and more effective
explosives than the Germans. Last autumn the German
gunners had unlimited supplies of ammunition, while our
artillerymen had to exercise strict economy in shell fire,
This spring our supplies will be almost unlimited, but the
Germans are already showing signs of shortage.

B

"Straight for Paris '°
I attribute much importance to the German counterattack upon Soissons. It came as a surprise. The French
had no real idea of the strength of the German forces at
this point, and, for once, the scoutin., value of aeroplanes
seems to have proved a failure. The
b Germans struck in
at a point where the French had attempted an
advance, regained what they had lost, and then continued
to attack. The Germans are maintaining their offensive
absolutely regardless of cost of life. Should they succeed
in forcing a wedge in at this point, Paris may soon again
be threatened. Can they ? Is it possible, at any sacrifice
of life, to force an advance against a resolutely held,
amply entrenched position, well guarded by guns ?
The French commanders are confident that they can
hold the Germans here, yet there have been skirmishes
with German outposts even in the Forest of Compiegne.
The German armies are, at the moment of writing, testing
to the utmost every link in this part of the French defences.
The attempt to explain the German activity as being merely
an answer to the French advance in Upper Alsace is
insufficient. The new German campaign to the west
may, be summed up in a sentence : "Straight for Paris,"
The fight at Soissons is the preliminary skirmish.
At the Front
I spent the last week-end among the British forces
in Northern France, and was enormously heartened and
encouraged by what I saw. Our soldiers, one and all,
are imbued with the spirit of supreme confidence. They
are going through a very trying time. Life in the winter
trenches represents the most disagreeable, exacting, and
irksome condition of war. Not all armies can stand
it. The Indian troops, for example, have been found
better fitted to act as reserves during the winter months,
and there are many military men who seriously doubt
the wisdom of having brought these troops to Europe
until the spring. Frost-bite, swollen feet, and rheurnatism
are taking a heavy toll. But our boys make a joke of
-even life in the trenches.
I had long talks with many of our own men, wounded
Cameronians, chirpy Cockneys, lads from Hampshire, with
the soft accent of the south on their lips, and London

Scottish, still full of the memories of their great charge.
They do not despise the German as a fighter—far from it.
They have a sincere admiration for him, but they know
themselves to be better men. No one visiting the British
lines can fail to be struck with the excellence of the
commissariat and hospital arrangements. Our soldiers
were never better fed. They were never better clothed.
There has never been more care taken of them when sick.
I went through hospital after hospital, and was amazed
with what I saw. Those \ ho have friends and relatives
at the front—and who of us has not ?—can rest assured
that everything possible has been donejor them.
The East Coast Danger
Recent events have caused some uneasiness among,
many people about the state of our preparations to
resist raids. When the German fleet came before Yarmouth
in November, there was no force' there to meet it. When;
the fleets attacked Scarborough, Whitby, and the;
Hartlepools in December, there was only one small battery
of small guns to reply to the fire of the s r in. and 1 2 in.
monsters of their battle-cruisers. When, a, few days ago,
the German airships attacked Yarmouth, they returned
unscathed. Are we leaving our flank open while we are
concentrating our forces for our great blow in Northern
France ? Are we depending too much on the Navy to
save us from raids ? These are the questions being askedby the man in the street, and no policy of official silence
can prevent them from being asked.
The immediate danger before parts of the country
is not of serious invasion, but of the landing of desperate
parties, a few thousand strong, that will ravage parts
of the country before they themselves can be destroyed.
It is no use to tell me that such an attempt is hopelessly
impossible. A month ago the experts were confident
that Zeppelins could not come here, and yet they have
come. Three months ago experts laughed at the possibility
of unprotected and peaceful seaside pleasure resorts being
bombarded. Scarborough and Whitby give the answer,
to them. When I return from a journey near the fighting-,
lines I come back with renewed confidence. When I
return from a journey to .the East Coast my confidence
is less marked.
Poisonous German Shells
The statement made by M. Dastre to the French Academy
of Sciences—that the Germans are using shells in which
a certain amount of red phosphorus is included, which
badly poisons wounds—comes as no surprise to those who
have studied the medical side of the war. I myself have
seen case after case where an apparently slight wound
from German high-explosive shells has refused to heal
and has ultimately made it necessary to amputate the
limb or has killed the victim. The doctors at Hartlepool,
for example, found that, in spite of every care, many of
the German shell wounds would not heal. They turned
the flesh a dark brown, poisoning it in a manner which
resisted all treatment. This is atrocious. It is a violation
of the law of nations, and adds another clause to the heavy
indictment against Germany.
No Over-Confidence
The situation facing us to-day is one that gives reason
for hope, but no reason for slackening effort. The experience
of the past five months has broken the legend of German
military invincibility, but it has shown that we can only
hope for complete success by putting forward our utmost
efforts. Over-confidence to-day can only lead to disaster
to-morrow. Fierce and hard as the fighting has been
during the first five months of the war, we are faced with the
certainty of a spring campaign which will make anything
that has yet happened seem comparatively insignificant.
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By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N.
HEN isolated attacks of no military value are made
by air or sea, they have but one object, and that
is to cause dispersion of forces for defensive
purposes in the place of concentration of forces for offensive
purposes at vital points. The operations of two armoured
cruisers and eight small fast cruisers against British commerce were of this character, and did undoubtedly bring,
about an extraordinary dispersion of force, in marked
contrast to the concentration which had been effected in
previous years of peace.
We have seen in previous articles that this temporary
success was due to want of clear thinking on the part
of the Government:" They failed to have sufficient forces
at the extremities of Empire during peace, such as that the
moment the crisis broke out on July 23rd, would have been
ready .to contain or shadow the prospective enemy, and
bring him to action at sea after war was declared.
*
*
*
Naval 'Mistake Rectified at Great Cost
We endeavoured to rectify the mistake at great cost by
sending out large numbers of cruisers and finally Sturdee's
sjuadron, including two battle-cruisers and several fastsmall cruisers capable of defeating Emdens. It is a curious
coincidence that the Admiralty, in 1909, agreed with the
Dominions to place on the Pacific two more Invincibles and
several extra fast Glasgows by 1912, and it was precisely
concerning these vessels, which won the victory, that the
Government are held to have broken faith with the
.
Dominions.
.
Referring to the two Invincibles, on July 22nd, 1912,
Mr. Winston Churchill said they were " retained for service
at home," and so " we have, since- I have been responsible
for the Admiralty, practically added two battle-cruisers to
our available resources." They were, in fact, actually
taken from the vital point where they were required on
August 6th when the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau sailed
from Kiao-Chau, and some months elapsed, with disastrous
results, before they were sent out to retrieve the situation.
They are now, having done their work, really and truly
available for home service ; only if they had been sent out
in 1912 we should have built two more of them, and been in
an even stronger position.
*
*
.
Purpose of Raids on our Coast
When we consider raids on the coast, such as at Hartlepoo
or the recent air raid on the coast of Norfolk, such action
again has no military value unless it leads to dispersion of
effort from the offensive to the defensive... Take the
simplest case of three anti-Zeppelin guns. At the - front
they would be doing vital work every day by preventing
the enemy gathering information. Are we, because of one
visit during six Months of. war, to give the preference to
positions of no military importance—such as Sheringham,
King's Lynn, and Yarmouth ? To-morrow it may be
Hunstanton and Boston, and so on.. So long as it is not
Harwich, Sheerness, and Chatham, we are not such fools
as to be disturbed. At the latter ports, where before the
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war we organised the things that matter; we haVe, of
course, taken our precautions. The sailor \vho hears that
Zeppelins have been along the East Coast does, not ask
" What damage did they do ? " in the circumstances of a
raid such as that on Norfolk, but "What did they find
out ? "
In the earlier days of the war the enemy found out that
three old armoured cruisers patrolled up and down a
certain route in the North Sea. They were found accordingly by a submarine, unprotected by destroyers, and were
lost in circumstances which the Admiralty have themselves
dealt with as needing a good deal of explanation.
If, then, what is called a raid is really a reconnaissance,
in which the dropping of bombs are merely foolish incidents,
then there is every military justification, if information
which can be used is obtained.
*

*

German Fleet's Reason for Hiding
But what use can it be put to ? The entire German
Fleet, we are told—and it may or may not be true—is at
Wilhelmshaven and Cuxhaven. There is nothing to
indicate any intention of proceeding to sea, as the losses of
the British Fleet from mine and submarine have been more
than made up by the additions through ships which were
completing on the outbreak of war. By keeping her fleet
in existence, Germany counts on covering her North. Sea
coast, and possibly the coast- of Belgium, from oversea
invasion. So we are- still " up against " the old policy of
a sally in force on the part of the fastest ships to cover
mining operations, and to tempt ari enemy over the danger
zone, while the only vessels which regularly put to sea arethe submarines.
Now, there is one fatal objection to the theory of a
reconnaissance for the benefit of the submarine and the
mine, and that is the Zeppelins were over here on a 'mocnless night, and worked at a great height. It could thetefore
only be a reconnaissance in a practice sense for the purpose
of familiarising the crews with overseas work on an exceedingly favourable night.
What the German Navy' is Losing
The comparative novelty of the event, just as in the case
of the raid on Hartlepool—which terminated so ingloriously
in a collision, and the one on Yarmouth in the loss of an
armoured cruiser on the German mine defences of Cuxhaven --does but serve to draw- attention to one salient
fact. The only true training ground for the war on England is denied to both air and sea craft except for about
twenty German submarines. Such training as was received
during peace time is running to waste.
The Kaiser has often been compared to Napoleon.
The comparison in this matter will hold good when he
realises in his own person Napoleon's utterance " Peace
is necessary to restore a navy . . . peace, because
then only the one drill ground for fleets, the sea, is open."

rernendous proportions of Germany's gas—bag 'aircraft maybe gathered from this photograph, which shows a Zeppelin's siz*
in relation to the Island of Heligoland, the base from which the stupid raid on Norfolk was probably directed,

••
Finng-line Fashions for Winter's Cold and Mud
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Some members of the Rifle Brigade variously attired against the vagaries of January weather. Sheepskin coats have proved
very serviceable at the front. They certainly give our soldiers a comfortable appearance and help to keep up the good spirits at
those whom Rudyard Kipling has discovered to be the only humorous soldiers on earth.

Muddied warriors as they appear after leaving the trenches in Flanders. The strange diversity of active—service pasta seems
directly in contradiction to the rigours of discipline, but the British soldier cannot be particular about appearances in the
trenches, however meticulous he is in this respect on returning to the rest camp.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane

ff

HE other day the official " Eye-Witness " with
General Headquarters referred to one of our aeroplanes being blown backwards at ten miles an hour
when out on reconnaissance. This draws attention to a
point about aircraft on which a certain amount of confusion
of ideas seems to exist. Most people do not even yet quite
understand that an aeroplane is kept up in the air by its
speed through the air, irrespective of its motion over the
ground. A kite is held in one place by a string, and the
air blowing past it keeps it up so long as the surface slopes
up against the air current at about the right angle. In
just the same way an aeroplane is kept in the air, with the
difference that the machine's propeller, driven by the
engine, draws it along, just as the propeller of a boat pushes
it throtigh the water, so that the aeroplane rushes through
the air and obtains the pressure under its wings to hold it
up. Consequently the speed of the aeroplane over the
ground depends on what the air in which it is flying happens
to be doing, just as the speed of a boat past the shore of a
river depends on the speed of the current in which it is
floating.

The pilot of that machine must have had a very uncom-'
fortable time, for one of the peculiarities of the atmosphere
of Western Europe is that the wind blows from the west or
south-west nearly all the year round—at any rate, for
nearly one hundred miles inland from the sea—and our
air scouts in North-West France have been up against
this trouble almost ever since they started work there. It
means that they go out merrily over the German lines
with the wind behind, the seventy-mile-an-hour Machines
travelling at perhaps one hundred to one hundred and
twenty miles an hour over the ground, and in a few minutes
they are fifteen or twenty miles behind the German troops,
observing the movements of transport columns or reinforcements.
Then they start to come home, and their one hundred and
twenty miles an hour (with a fifty-mile wind behind) drops
to twenty miles an hour (the fifty-mile wind having to be
deducted from the aeroplane's seventy). At this speed they
offer a comparatively stationary mark for the German antiaircraft guns, always known as" Archibalds," which begin to
burst their shells uncomfortably near them.

Loss of Speed Against Head Winds
For instance, suppose a boat has a top speed of ten
miles an hour, and is heading against a stream running at
five miles an hour, it will only make five miles an hour past
the shore ; but if it turns round and runs with the stream,
it will do fifteen miles an hour, or thereabouts, allowing
for local variations in the current. In a similar way,
if an aeroplane has a top speed of seventy miles an hour—
which is a fairly good pace—it will always cover the ground
at that speed in calm air ; but if it is flying against a
breeze of thirty miles an hour, it will only make forty miles
an hour over the ground ; and if it turns round and flies
with the wind it will do one hundred miles an hour over
the ground, for the wind will add its own thirty miles to the
seventy of the aeroplane.
Now, one can always reckon on the wind blowing harder
a few thousand feet above the ground than it does on the
surface, for the roughness of the ground—in the way of
hills, trees, houses, and so forth—acts as a brake, and causes
gusts and swirls as well, whereas high up the air can flow
without interruption. Consequently, one often finds a
nasty, gusty wind of no great strength low down, and a
perfectly steady, but very strong wind aloft.

High Flying to Escape Attp.ek
To escape the attention of the guns, the pilot climbs
higher still, and as be does so he probably finds the wind
increasing, so that at perhaps 7,000 or 8,000 feet, where he
is still within range of the guns, he finds himself absolutely
standing still now, an absolutely stationary mark, and
without any prospect of ever getting home at all, which is
not in the least cheering. He has two ways out of his
trouble. One is to dive, so that the speed of the dive, added
to the natural speed of the aeroplane, may help him to make
headway against the wind, so that he can get out of Archibald's " range before he is hit ; the other is to start edging
along the line- across the wind till he finds a place where
" Archibald " is not, and come down lower, where the wind
may be more bumpy and less strong. Most pilots preter
the latter method, for they are generally game to risk
life and machine-gun bullets, which cannot be seen, and
do not worry one nearly so much as do the puffs of smoke
from " Archibald's " shells.

T

Flying Amid Bursting Bombs
Wind Faster Than Fastest Aeroplane
This has very considerable effect on the work of the air
One pilot of my acquaintance told me that on cne
scouts, for though their
occasion he counted
machines may be badly
fourteen puffs, each'
bumped about when
indicating a burst shell,:
near the ground—say,
all round his aeroplane.
up to even a thousand
at once. He confessed
feet—they may be able
that he did not know'
to get along fairly fast
whether to go ahead.'
against it ; whereas high
hoping that the next
up at—say, 3,000 to
burst of a shell would.
6,000 feet—the air may
occur behind him, and
be quite steady, but
chance flying into
progress difficult. In
another in front, or to
the case quoted by the
loop the loop, and
" Eye - Witness " the
come back to the
wind up aloft must
place from which he
have been blowing quite
started, and let the
eighty miles an hour,
Germans loose off the
for he specifically mennext lot in front of
tioned that it was a
him. Eventually, he
fast machine, and as
flew right ahead, and
that means an aeroplane
they missed him alCapable of at least
together. Being a
seventy miles an hour,
brave Man, he said
the wind would have
openly and unato be doing eighty to
shamed that he was
A fight between two aeroplanes is undoubtably the most thrilling conflict
carry it backwards at
never so frightened in
in modern warfare. This photograph shows how a German Taube is chased
ten miles an hour.
by a British aeroplane. The Taube is the most bird—like of all aircraft.
his hie.
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The Toll of Britain's Bravest

Capt. HUBERT C. ROME,
Indian Army.

Lieut.-GoL R. ALEXANDER
Rifle Brigade.

Lapt. A. M. RANDALL.
4th Gurkhas.

Lieut. JAMES'CASEY,
1st Batt. King's Royai Rides.

Liea, t E. OAKLEY,
Royal Navy

Sec: Lieut. W. u. GRusK,
The Buda

Capt. COCHRANE NEWTON, Capt. A. NOEL LOXLEY.
Princess " Pat's."
H.M.S. Formidable.

Lieut. Lord WURSLEY,
Royal Horse Guards.

Lieutenant-Colonel Reginald Alexander, Rifle Brigade, died of wounds received in
a recent action.- He had a distinguished career in the South African War, being
mentioned twice in despatches.
Lieutenant Lord Worsley, of the Royal Horse Guards, was the eldest son and heir
of the Earl and Countess of Yarborough, and was killed in the action at Zandvoorde
on October 30th.
Captain Loxley, R.N., commander of the ill-fated Formidable, entered the Navy in
1888. He served on the punitive naval expedition against the King of Benin, in which
action he was awarded the general African medal and the Benin clasp. Captain Loxley
was appointed to the Formidable on September 2nd.
Captain D. Onslow Cochrane Newton was the first officer of the Canadian Contingent
to die in action. He served with distinction in the Boer War and was afterwards aidede-camp to the Earl of Dundonald and to Earl Grey. Though retired from the Amy
at the outbreak of the war, he earnestly desired to serve with the men of the
Canadian Contingent among whom he was very popular.

Sec.-Lieut. PIRIE.
1st Gordons

Lieut. L. v. h1GROLSON,
Sec.-Lieut. R. A. PERSSE,
2nd Batt. King's.Royal Rifles D.S.O.. 3rd Batt. Royal Berks

Jec.-Lieut. H. C. GRADS,
bee.-Lleut R uittillitiY1
Sec.-Lt. i W QUARFLEY
North Staffordshire Regt.
King's Own Royal Lanes
Cameronians,
(Photos bySpeaight, Lambert Weston, Garnett, Lafayette, Heath, Russell.)

Capt. HUGR. TAYLOR.
Scots Guards.

Lieut. W. E. MAITLAND,
Seatorth Highlanders.

Lt. CHAWORTE-MUSTERS
King's Royal Rine Corps.

Lieut. P. VAN ric.t...E,
1st Batt. Grenadiers'

Lieut. R. E. ORLEBAR,
2nd Batt. Middlesex Regt.

